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'Court Justice ordered the
impoundment of all 25,000
voting machines in New York
State after Republicans, at the
request of the White House,
alleged voting irregularities in
thle dcose presidential balloting.

All of New York's 37
incumbent members of the
House of Representatives
apparently have retained their
seats, early returns in
yesterday's election indicated.

Democrat A I I a r d
Lowenstein, a .tomw
congressman, failed Itd-"
second straight attempt to
unseat Republican John
Wydler of Long Islmad.

Democratic . reshman
Tbomas Downey of Long
Island, the first congaemn in
the state to endorse Jimmy
Carter, beat back a stiff
challenge from Republican
Peter Cohalan.
Democratic Delegation Intact

bThe heavily Democratic
delegation from New York
City was re-elected intact. The
state delegation's breakdown
of 28 Democrats and 11
Republicans was expected to
remain unchanged unless late
returns altered two close races.

bThe Manhattan seat vacated
by Representitive Bella Abzug
when she made a try for the
Democratic Senate nomination
went to Democratic City

.Councilman Theordore Weiss,
as expected.

lhe only other of the state's
39 districts without an
incumbent was the Westchester
County seat vacated by
Republican Peter Peyser. Like
Abzug, Peyer made a futle try
for the Senate nomination.
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James Earl Carter was
elected yesterday to be the
39th President of the United
States. With only the fate of
Califomrnia's 45 electoral votes
unknown, Carter has a clear
electoral victory, and a popular
majority of at least 51 per-
eent.

The contest was dose,
approximately three percent
marin in the popular vote, but
Carter gained dclear command
In the electoral eoUllege, where
pimtbs * _, _hoen.

Wisuonsin and ppi
put him past the majority with
272 electoral votes in The
Associated Press tabulation.

So the outsider, who began
his campaign 22 months ago
without visible means of
political support, became
President-elect Carter. On
January 20, be will become the
39th President of the United
States, and the first Deep
South president elected since
Zacehary Taylor in 1848.

"We've made political
history," Carter said as he left
Plains, Ga., for Atlanta and a
mass victory rally planned long
in advance.

And Ford was left to
political history as the only
appointed president. He came
dose, narrowed what had been
a runaway Carter marin in the
erty polls. But the poll that
counted was registered
yesterday, by an unexpectedly
hih turnout of voters.

With 86 pement of the
nation's predncts tallied, their
verdict read this way: Carter
35,399,937 or 51 per cent.
Ford 33,338,442 or 48 per

I
i
i

enough federal aid for New
York State and New York
Oty, told a victory celebration
,crowd of 400 that be would
use his "head and elbows" to

:make Washingon take notice
of the dty's and state's fiscal
problems.

Irssed in a grey, pinstriped
.dt, the 6-foot-4 Moynibhan
waited unffil Buckley conceded
before making his victory
speech.

Moynihan an on the
Democratic and Liberal party
dates, while Buckley was the
standard bearer for the
Republican and Conmrvative
tickets.

While the candidates were
waiting for the election results
however a State Supreme

cent. Independent Eugene J.
McCarthy 573,572 or one
percent.

Carter swept out of the
South, holding it almost
solidly, and returning the
region to the Democratic
column. ove for Virginia. That
state went to Ford, the only
crack he could manage in
Carter country.

To those electoral votes,
Carter added boider states,
New York and Pennsylvania.
He captured Demoratic
strongds like Maachusetts
and Rhode bland, and won in
the Minnesota home of his
running mate, Senator Walter
Mondale.

He captured 23 dta, led in
two more, Among them those

25 states have 342 electoral
votes. Ford, strongest in the
Midwest and West, won 21
states, led in five, with a total
of 196 electoral votes.

In Jew York, Democrat
Daniel Moynihan claimed
victory over U.S. -Senator
James Bucldey early in the
morning.

"We won on the case that
ours is a great state, and it shall
be greater," the 49-year-old
Irish Catholic said last night
after he defeated inunbent
Senator James Buckley by a
wide margin.

"- New York was on the
ballot," he said. "And we
won."

Moynihan, who criticized
Buckley for failing to obtain
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Carter Wins White House

~ is 4h

Carter' Electoral Vote Tally .
New York ; 41 Pennsylvania ,27 Tea .. ,26

Florida 17 Massahetts 14 Hawati 14

N. Carolina 13 Georgia -i12 Missouri 12

Wisconsin 11 Louisiana 10 Maryland '10

Minnesota 10 -Tennessee 10 labama 9
9 S. Carolina -8 Mississippi 7
6 W. Virginia - - 6 Rhode Iand 4

ire :3 , D.C.- 3

Kentucky
Arkansas

.- Delawa

Needed to Win, 270
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L President
Jimmy Carter captured

an early lead last night in
his bid for the White
House, and never
reliquished it. Reports
early this morning revealed
that President-elect Carter
garnered' 272 electoral
votes - two more than he
needed to win the race.
Supporters of the Georgia
Democrat celebrated as
they watched election
results pour in.

Vice President
Walter Mondale, whose

deep roots in the state of
Minnesota were regarded
as a valuable asset to
Carter, expressed his
appreciation to jubiliant
supporters last night. At 2
AM, after the White House
had . announced its
intention to impound New
York ballots, a confident
Mondale told staff
workers, "Get some sleep
now, and Ill see you at
the a ."

U.S. Senate
New York voters

decided last night to send
De m o crat Daniel
Moynihan to the United
States Senate. He replaced
the soft-spoken,
Conservative-Republican
incumbent James Buckley.
Moynihan was drafted for
the contest against
Buckley by powerful
Democrats who realized
his popularity.

affi�� V, --

- -

Democrat Otis Pike of
Riverhead handily
defeated Republican
challenger Salvatore
Nicosia to capture his
ninth term in Congress.
Pike, who will now be able
to complete two full
decades as the
representative of the First
Congressional District, was
elected by a better than
two-to-one margin.

Voters in the Second
Assembly District voted to
re-elect Assemblyman
George Hockbrueckner
over his opponent Ken
Jacoppi, a Port Jefferson
lawyer. Hockbrueckner, a
computer engineer by
profession defeated
Jacoppi even more handily
than the way he defeated
Republican Peter Costigan
two years ago to capture
the Assembly seat.

Students Pin
Voter Apathy

On University
Sharp opposition to election

day classes and a lack of deep
conviciton for either presidential
candidate were among opinions
voiced by students in an
informal survey conducted by
Statesman last night.

"I think it's unfair," said
Senior Pamela Eisenberg in
repgard to the refusal by the
University to cancel classes on
election day. "1 was going to
take the train home, to vote, but
I had an important class, that's
what held me back," she
explained. Eisenberg, who had
registered as a Democrat would
have voted for Jimmy Carter, "I
want the Republicans out," she
said.

Sophomore Michelle
Oliphant, another Carter
supporter, also blamed election
day classes as the reason for her
not voting. "I think if we didn't
have classes I would have
gone home to vote," she said. Of
her support for Carter, she said
"I think he's a liberal. I agree
with his ideas on foreign policy
and more employment."

Not Content
Not everyone was content

with the top two contenders for
the presidency. Sophomore
Susar MacClean chose to
support Eugene McCarthy,
" ... as a statement against
Carter and Ford." "I didn't
approve of either of them," she
said. However, because of classes
scheduled yesterday, she was not
able to cast her write in ballot.
"I think its ridiculous-it's
impossible to vote," said
MacClaen, who had also planned
to write in Bella Abzug in the
senatorial race.

Some students misse;the
deadline for registration or failed
to receive their absentee ballots
in time to cast their vote.

Junior Neil Lakritz, who
received his ballot only
yesterday, said that he
would have voted for Ford. "I
didn't think Carter has expressed
his standing, I didn't think he's
really said what he intends to
do," said Lakritz. "I'm scared of
someone who hasn't said
anything," he added. Lakritz
described the election as
"exciting, because the outcome
is so dclose." He also cited his
support of Daniel Moynihan in
the New York Senatorial race,
"Because of the things he's done
as a UN delegate."

Junior Tom Coligan, a Carter
supporter, was out ot tlie
country aunring mthe registration
period. "I didn't like Ford on
military spending," he said.
"Carter had more leadership
qualities." Coigan did not
express much regret over the los
of his vote, explaining that '"the
election won't make much of a
difference anyway."

Sophomore Steve Morreale
sumnurized the voting habits of
many students, as he cast his
vote for "the lesser of two
evils", who in his opinion was
Ford. '"Mey're both idiots,"
said Moeale, "but things
haven't been too bad. I cant see
them getting any better with
Carter "'

News Briefs The Winners

US Overcharged by South Koreans
Army investigators say South Korean contrato charged the

United States up to 50 per cent extra in "collusive" bidding
sanctioned at least tacitly by South Korean government officials.
"There is little doubt that extra profits result from the 'collusive'

bidding system," the Army team said in a report made public
yesterday.

"Unofficirl estimates of the rate of extra profits arising from the
artificially ;"g prices range from 30 per cent to 50 per cent and
may involve substantial amounts." The investigative report suggested
that the Korean Military Contractors Association, which it said
"seems to have at least the tacit approval of ROK officials," has
received inside price information from U.S. employes to guide its
bids.

Distribution of the Army report, which was turned in last June,
followed a-complaint by Sen. William Proxmire, D-Wis., that South
Korean contractors rig bids on purchases from the U.S. Army and
back up that practice with strong arm methods against other Korean
business firms outside the association.

India's Constitution Amended
A constitutional amendment giving Prime Minister Indira Gandhi's

government sweeping authority to remdold this nation of 610 million
people was approved yesterday by the lower house of Parliament

The amendment, which the government says will speed a
socio-economic revolution and the opposition says vll legitimize
dictatorship, was approved 366-4, with most opposition lawmakers
of the 523-member house boycotting in protest. "This bill will open
the floodgates to regimentation and dictatorship," charged P.G.
Mavalankar, one of the few dissenting independents still sitting with
members of the ruling Congren ptarty majority and its allies in the
Communist party.

Speaking for the gonment, Law Minister H.R. Golkhale
hastized '"the very rigid 'and backwardlooking" opponents of the

bill for trying to block consoldation of the gains he said have
resulted from India's 16-month4ong state of emergency.

Helms to Resign Foreign Post
Richard Helms, former director of the Central Intelligence

Agency, has decided to retire as mba dor to Iran, U. S. officials
said yesterday.

The 64-year-old Helms was named to the Tehran post in 1973 and
is consiered one of the most influential ambassadors to have served
in Iran. Helms notified President Gerald Ford of his intention to
retire several days ago, the sources said, but the chief executive
decided to bold back an announcement until after the election.
Helms will remain in office until the end of the year.

Helms was CIA director from 1966 to 1973, a period covering
some of the most controversial activities of the agency. Critics have
charged that Helms supervised activities which included torture and
assassination in Vietnam, direct interfemece in the domestic
activities of such countries as Chile and the training of secret police
for other nations, including ran.

Coup Topples Burundian President
A military coup has toppled President Michel Micombero of

Burundi, a small and violence-ridden central African nation where
plotting is a centuries-old lifestyle.

A radio broadcast yesterday from the Burundien capital of
Bujumbura said the Monday coup was bloodless. An official
communique of the Burundi armed forces said the new leaders were
Lt. Col. Jean Bagaza, deputy chief of staff, and a Maj. Nzimana, a
helicopter pilot.

The communique said the 36-year-old Micombero, who took
power in a coup 10 years ago, was "very tired" apparently indicating
the rebels considered him unfit to carry on his duties. A Belgian
expert in African affairs said on Brussels radio yesterday that
Micombero had become a "notorious alcoholic."

Court Rules on Religion and Work
An employee's religious principles - even those against working

on certain days of the week -must normally be accomodated by an
employer, the Supreme Court ruled yesterday.

The justices split 4-4 in deciding the case of a Kentucky man fired
from his job because his religious convictions would not allow him
to work on Saturdays. Justice John Stevens uok no part in the
court's deliberations.

Paul Cummins was fired from his job as a supervisor at Parker
Seal's rubber seal plant in Berea, Ky., in 1971. He had joined the
Wide World Church of God in 1970, and the company accomodated
his scruples against working on Saturdays for 14 months. Company
officials said they decided to fire Cummins because his refusal to
work on those Saturdays when the plant was in operation had
caused morale problems among other supervisors and workers, and
had cost Parker Seal considerable overtime expenss.

A dictrict court ruled that Parker Seal acted lawfully in firing
Cummins, but the appeals court reversed that decision.

Compiled by the Associated Press
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Supporters Come
YSTU SAKSBut New York w always

ew York-At 2 2.50 per drinkk Outer's. In fact, he taled there
few people at Jimmy Oater's for most of the evening.
hedqurtes at the t He eowever, d was assured
Hotel could afford to get drunk. by New York State Cter
'1e enthu am th ey displayedCm ign Ciman William
was natural. Vanden teuvel that the 51-49

And at 12:42 AM, the percent lead Ford held
enthusiasm reached its p eak.throughout the evening a

With all eyes and ears o n a deceiving since 60 percent of the
eight-foot video beam, Walter vo te from New York City a
Cronki-ite wh his projection Democratic stronghold, had not
that the democrat would takeyet been takl ed. The polls,
New York -convinced thousandsaccording to Vanden Heuvel,

of Carter supporters that the had five to two in Carter's favor.
eight-year Republican reign in 'Me polls were apparently
the White House had ended. Theaccurate. New York's electoral

"'eanut man," who was vote moved Carter three shy of
watching the returns in his hs omete 270 needed for election.
in Plains, Georgia, was to be the "Its very important for New

next president of the United Y ork State to play a crucial role
States. in this year's election," said

h e filled Imperial Ballroom Vanden Heuvel prior to the
seemed hardly the place thatannouncement that Carter had
hours later would be celebrating taken New York. "With our
the election of a president. Th e fiscal problems, we need a

food, drink, balloons, andpresident who understands
general gaiety that typifiesurban problems."
election headquarters was almost After the announcement, New

non-existent. - York mayor Abraham Beame
The seven -piece stated, "Governor Carter just

Herb ,.. Shenrry . Band called me... He's going to sit
featured a lead guitar whosedown with Governor [Hugh]
raspy sounding speaker was Carey and myself and help New
about a quarter of the size itYork City." Beam e tore up an

should have been to produce a issue of the Daily News with the
good sound in the large room. headline "Ford to City: Drop
They played '"Tie a YellowDead;" for emphasis.
Ribbon" four times. Daniel Moynihan, who earlier

Entertainment in the evening had ousted
Mo of the entertainmenmt incumbent C onservative James

=ROD% %F& Saw ~~~NEW YORK f
was provided by the video beam Buckley, spoke to the Carter York.

on the stage, and by five color crowd. "New York did not drop

televisions spaced throughout dead," he said "New York Chanting wa

the room. It was from the TV s elected the next president of the group of 30 pe

that the Carter fans received United States," and that was in a banner tdu

their returns. That wassomething to sing and chant (Hispanic Alli

sufficiently entertaining. about. Registration).

*At 10:30 PM, Jimmy Carter Songs were provided by Mitch shouted, "Hawve

was projected the winner in Miller, now in his 60s who had a 'Mere was grou

Minnesota (cheers). television program in the early such chants

*At 11:30 PM, Carter was 1950s called Sing Along With Jimmy," "W

projected the winner in Mitch. 'he crowd sang along [Abzug]"and "

Pennsylvania (jubilation). with such songs as "Baby Face," And there was

*At midnight, Jimmy Carter "Four Leaf Clover," "Hava "Goodbye Jerr

was projected the winner in Nagila,"' as Miller sang and goodbye Jerry,

Oregon (mild applause). danced on the stage. "I expect you go."

*At 12:42 AM, Jimmy CArter Mr. Ford will have a case of "No we don'

ws projected the winner in New peanut envy," he said to aof Manhattan

York (ecstasy). receptive audienc

MAYOR ABRAHAM BEAME pointing out a possbm reason for Carter's victory in New

as supplied by ap ored Carter Supporters
at read. HAV.E. r
ance for Voter
They repeatedly
e Jimmy Carter."
ip participation in
as "We want

e want Bella
'We're No. 1."
a singing chant:

y, goodbye Jerry,
, we hate to see

't," said Sue Bailey
The election had

I
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MITCH MILLER - HOWARD COHEN

to See Carter Win

Come in All Kinds
By RENE GHADIMI

New York-iThey say it takes all kinds. And apparently a

campaign headquarters is no exception, for there certainly were all

kinds at Carter's headquarters last night. The guest list named such

celebrities as Abe Beame, Bella Abzug, Mitch Miller, Chariton

Heston, Abraham Lncoln, Clark Kent, and Howard Cohen.

It was inevitable that Carter would win with such prestigous

endorsements as Lincoln, Kent and Heston - but who is Howard

Cohen? Howard Cohen is a thin, wiry man with a prominent chin,

pronounced nose, straggly hair, with a Carter-Mondale button

adorning his old sports jacket. He spent last night pacing the

headquarters floor, holding up a picture of Carter and accosting

anyone withinear's reach.
Biting his lower lip, his green eyes flashing, he would tell people

where he had met them previously and where they knew him from.

"I am Charlton Heston. I played Ben Hur in the movie. You saw me,

remember? I also was Clark Kent, but thats when I wore glasses. You

.saw me, remember?"
Perhaps the best description of Howard Cohen is one of the many

he himself provided: "I used to be Italian but now I'm into eternity.

I'm serious about that, 'and 111 stay 'm this life forever."

Understanding who Howard Cohen is, one would like to understand

why and how he was going to get Carter elected, "Carter will be

good for the poor people," said Cohen, "he will lower the subway

fare. I can read minds and so I know that Ford wants to raise the

fares and keep it all for himself."
When asked how he was going to accomplish this, Cohen

explained his strategy: "It's a scientific thing," he said, "if they see

my face with their pictures, I'll get them in," he said, referring to the

pictures of Carter-Mondale that he displayed with him everywhere.

Cohen explained how associating his face with Carter's would help

was also a President once. You know which President? Abraham

Lincoln. So seeing my face with Carter's picture will get him in."

Howard Cohen has some concrete suggestions for the new

President. He advocates shutting off all the fire in the world. "Fire is

the key to all evil" he said, "Shut off the fire from here to China and

no one will sweat anymore. If people don't use freezers and don't

eat ice cream, in a cold environment they will stay warm. If you

don't eat meat or eggs, you will live forever."
Considering that Carter did win, perhaps Mr. Cohen should be

taken seriously. After all, after creating the earth, playing Ben Hur,

and freeing the slaves, getting Carter elected must have been easy.
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'The machines will be impounded
because the election is very close.'9

- Richard Rosenbaum)
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cCarthy

By ED Km.LY
New York-On one of the walls of Eugene

MecCuthy's campaign headquar , there is a

sign that bears a quotatio om the candidates's
latest book "Te Hid Yeas." The sign reads,
"During a period of exciting discovery or
pr _ s, there is not time to plan perfee t
heaquae. Mhe time for that comes later when
all the important work is done. Perfeetion we
know is finality and finality we know is death.*"

In typkal fashion, McCarthy dqu in a
mdest room in the Flatiron Buildng was far
homr perfect and fr fom dead lat night as 20
loyal sumotrs thed around a potbe TV
set to pul for their candidate in the national
pesidential election.

When it beanme evident, however, that
McCarthy would not pu as many votes as his
most qtoimi suppottes had hoped, most of
the campaign workers sat in quiet frustration
watching Jimmy Carter and Gerald Ford in a

ght bate for the presidency.
Their frustration obviously did not stem from

McCarthy's defeat. That was a foregone
conclusion. It stemmed, rather, from their belief
that the two party system did not give McCarthy
a fair shake in this election. McCarthy, the
independent candidate, was not on the ballot in
many states, including New York. "McCarthy
was denied entrance into the ring," claimed
Joshua Lemrndorf, who coordinated McCarthy's
efforts in Massachusetts. "'Mne media wanted a

two party race, and didn't let McCarthy's views
get out. The only thing people knew about
McCarthy was that he was going to lose."

The fact that McCarthy was an obvious loser
led some to believe that he could play the spoiler
in the election by pulling votes away from
Carter. Dick IAydoumrne, McCarthy's Connecticut
coordinator disagreed with that assessment.
"McCarthy declared his candidacy for president
in January 1975," he claimed. "We believe that
Republicans and Democrats are taking votes
away from us. We have the right to run, the two
major parties just didn't want us to."

Many of McCarthy's supporters complained
that the confusion surrounding his removal from
the ballot in New York prevented many people
from castin votes in favor of their candidate.
"When MeCarthy was removed from the ballot,"
said Melia Paterson, -the inetos did not
know how to tell people to write in votes."

I
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Moynihan Winner
In Senatorial Race

By PHIL WENZOFSKY
New York-If there was a club for optimists, Daniel Moynihan's

campaign staff would assuredly run the organization. .
Fifteen minutes after the polls had dosed, members of the lively

crowd at Moynihan headquarters were already patting each other on
the back for a job well done, as it became apparent that a Moynihan
victory over Senator James Buckley was imminent.

he main belief of the crowd was that Buckley was a good
senator, but not for New York.

presentation Senate
Mitch Ackerson, the Moynihan campus coordinator at Stony

Brook, said that he supported Moyniham for his views on education.
Ackerson said that after five months of ampigning, he can finally
go back to his classes. "It was definitely worth it," Ackenrson said,
"for we finally haw representation in the Senate."

At about 11 PM, Buckley conceded, prompting the band to start
playing "Bye, Bye, Buckley." From then on, it was all smiles, as the
staff, many of whom had gin up their salaries so Moynihan could
afford to buy television ad time, begn to enjoy the fruits of its
labor.

Finally, Moynihan apped. As he ascended the stage, he was
thunderously applauded and cheered. While being hugged by his
staff, he started his victory speech, assuring the crowd that "New
York has won." Moynihan thanked Bucidey for his "statesmanship,"
and hoped that "he'd keep on fighting for his particular views." He
said that he was proud of the fact that he never had to regret any
statement he made, because the campaign was run on issues
concerning New York, its people, and its government.

Moynihan's proposal to President Richard Nixon that the black
"problem" be treated with a period of 'benign neglect' had earned
him the antagonism of many blacmks, but he captured nearly 80
percent of the black vote.

Joking with the crowd, Moynihan said that he'd use his "head and
elbows" to "make this Imat state ewn greater" in an apparent'
reference to a newspaper endorsmenmt which had urged him to do
the same.

When he started his long list of thank yous, the people of New
York were at the top, followed by his wife, and then his staff, each
of whom he personally thanked in front of the television cameras. A
thank you to New York City Mayor Abraham Beame was greeted
with a long round of applause, as was the mentioning of Moynihan's
old school in East Harlem: Benjamin Franklin. Moynihan was the
first Democratic candidate in memory who did not campaign in
Harlem.

From then on, it was a battle for Moynihan to outshout the
applause he reeeived after each additional statement. Finaelly after
being heckled by pbotographers, be poed for a family shot. Before
leaving, he turned to the crowd, and told them to go out md
celebate, which brought the bigst Phel of the evening.FORD M~ANuTI In IIw * Wy.
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F Ford, M
By DAVID FRIIMAN

New York-be early evening cheers faded into
the sullen silence as Pesident Ford lost New
York State and then the nation.

The major story story at Ford H quae at
the mid-Manhattan restant, Pippin's, was the
eleventh4our legal ploy of New York State
Republican Chairman, Richard nbm. At
U:00 PM, Rosenbaum received a telepboe call
hom Washington D.C. He then announed that
he would seek a court adr which would
impound aUll of the voting maches in Nw York
City. He later 'x ded the court orde to
include all thse in New York State.

Rosenbaum denied that he was accusing the
Democatically controed Boad of Elections, or
the local Democratic monzation voting
fraud. "1 wil not make any unfounded rges,"
he said.

He then stated, 'The main motivation of the
impoundment is to potect the inteity of the
ballot. It is a non-partisan request." New York
State Ford Committee Director Robert Baker,
reiterated Rosenbaum's explanation of the
impounding. "The machines will be impounded
because the election is very close," he
said. However, Rosenbaum questioned the
legitimacy of Carter's huge New York City
majority."l have received reports of reg ations
coming from the areas that are impossible, for
instance, registrations from vacant lost," he said.

The mood of the Ford supporters shifted fromr
early elation to resigned despair. The
approximately 100 volunteers enthusiastically
sreamed and clapped when the early returns
showed Ford leading Jimmy Carter in New York
State. At 10:30 PM 6% of New York States
precincts reporting Ford was leading Carter by an
apparently commanding lead of 53% to 479% But
the six point lead was short lived. New York
City's precincts had only just begun to report.
When CBS suddenly projected New York State in
the Carter column at 11:30, the Ford supporters
moaned.' The New York defeat was a traumatic
shock.

As Carter's electoral vote total climbed easily
to the total of 270, which is the minimum
winning total, all but the most dedated and
sleepless supporters left. Roenbaum and Baker
left at 1:30. The night janitor locked up the
headquarters at 2:30. There were no victory
speeches here.
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By DAVID M. RAZLER
Riveread-Otis Pikehas been

returned to Congress for a ninth
term, allowing him to complete
two decades of repiesenting tbe
First CongsionAl District, an
area which extends from Long
Island's twin eastern tips to the
boarders of Smithtown and
Brookhaven Towns.

Pike was elected by a better
than two-to-one margin, in some
areas coming in almost
four-to-one agunst Republican
challanger Salvatore Nicosia.
Seth Morgan the Conservative
Paty candidate took only
marginal numbers of votes, often
failing to take Three pee cent of
the vote in an election district.

The election hea ters at
the canter of Riverhead's
business district had the
atmosphere of a family
gpthering. Eady in the evening,
when the younger members of
the Pike organization were out
Fathering returns, the older
membeo met in the stofrontt

t[i _fmies, and
telling ories about ther
childhood, and how they
watched Pike, now in his 60s
,row up. Then shortly after tfi
polls dosed, the candidate

himself came in with the first
results, and then more and more
pon watbepsn to filter in
with the all4mportant numbers
which showed that Pike was
winning with the Wt
majority he had ever received.

But the l storefont never
lost its fami .phere,
something very rare in a
campaign headquarters,
.pecally when the candidate

'bas become an institution.
With less than half of the

vote, in Pike announced to a few
friends "I think it's time," and

then he and several others
walked into a back room and

emerged carrying a strange
assortment of musical
*instrments, and for the ninth

el in a row the assembled
campaign workers and reportes.

we tated to the muic of the
Block Island Chamber Music
Society, led by Pike and his
nkekle.

Sttig with "Happ Days
,are hre Aain", the campaign

song of Fiankin Roosevelt and
lheme song of the Democrats,
and dclimaxing with a "full
rendition of "Please Don't Bum
Down Our Outhouse" the group
<rew rounds of applause. But

OTIS PIKE
received two letters telling him
how to register. One came from
a relative, a Republican State
Assemblyman telling him that he
would be a more successfl
lawyer if he registered
Republican.

Another letter came from
Serena Staspol, a Riverhead
Town Democratic ofial, who
told Pike that although he would
probably be a wealthier lawyer if
he restered as a Republican, he
would 'have more fun" as a
Democrat. Pike added that he
opted for the fun, and considers
Staspol responsible for every one
of his nine congressional
victories.

Another lifelong Riverhead

pike was not yet ready to
announce victory. He walked
around the office speaking to

old friends and watching more
returns come in.

With three quarters of the
Riverhead votes in Pike once
apin called the room to silence.
This time he introduced a small
old woman standing on the
other side of the room and told
the story about how she was
responsible for him beeoming a
Democrat. Pike explained that
while serving overseas he

resident had a different
explanation of why Pike had
gone against family tradition and
registered as a democrat. "When
he was two years old he fell out
of a second floor window head
first" said John Riesdorph
adding that "all of those
Republican brain cells in his
head got shaken up" and
Pike ended up a Democrat."' "So
you didn't really have that much
to do with it" he said, turning to
Staspol.

Campaig Manager Aaron
Donner was pleased with the
election results. However, he and
Pike were both dppoid
about one thing; their afternoon
of fishing.

By FRANCES E. STRACK
Oakdale- By a vote of 90,260

to 67,000, Congressman Thomas
Downey, Democrat, defeated
Peter Cohalan, Republican, in
the race for Suffolk County's
Second District Congressional
seat.

Downey, the incumbent,
consistently held the lead over
Cohalan all night, until Cohalan
called atll:10 PM and conceded
the election to Downey. It seems
that for the Downey campaign
staff, victory was never in
question. IThe victory party
began at 9 PM, before the
votes were counted. People were
excited and tense, but also
confident. Steve Borman, one of
the campaign coordinators for
the Oakdale office, said,
"According to our own
telephone surveys, we expected
Tom to win, 60% to 40%." Max
Neuberger, another campaign
coordinator for the Oakdale
office, was just as positive about
victory. "I never doubted we
would win," he said. "The
amount of people working on
the campaing was unbelievable.
We virtually had a machine - we
were so organized. And we had
so many kids working for us."

The Downey campaign has
changed in the last two years.
When Downey ran against James
Grover in 1974, be was only 26
years old, and Grover had held
the seat for six consecutive
terms. And there wasn't that
much money to be spent. This
election, according to irwin

Horowitz, a member of the
campaign finance committee,
Downey has spent "..about
twice as much. There were more
paid employees, more posters,
and inflation. But the money
hasn't really gone that far." But
the fact that there is more
money is evident in many ways.
The campaign trailers, such as
the one in Oakdale, are bigger,
and there are more telephones
inside, a coffee machine (where
a jar of miserable instant coffee
had sat two years ago), and a big
spread of food. A huge
flourescent "Downey 76" sign
hnp over the campaign

headquarters in Bay Shore. And
the victory party was held in a
large hall, with a live band,
plenty of food and beer, instead
of the cramped Bay Shore
office.

But one thing about the
Downey campaign that has not
changed is the unusually large
number of young volunteers that
turn out to work for the
campaign. Two years ago the
Downey campaign was referred
to as "The Children's Crusade;"
the name still applies. People
under eighteen outnumbered
people over eighteen at the
victory party.
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Moynihan, Downey, Pike Win Seats
f_. ' A ___- T ._- _- .-.-
frue f.gam vtI worious
To Begin Ninth Term

I

.Downey Triumphant in Quest
=' For Second Assembly 'Victory

Cohalan Loses Bid
For Downey's Seat

- By JERRY GROSSMAN
iSyvile-At9:30PM last night, when Peter Cohalan first

strolled confidentely into Sayville's Knights fo Columbus hall,
there was a large, rousing crowd on hand to greet him. The 38
year-old Cohalan, a Republican with Conservative backing, had
come to inform his loyal supporters that the first returns were
going well in battle against incumbent Thomas Downey for
the Congressional seat in this, the second district. Barely two
hours later, a somewhat less enthusiastic Cohalan walked up to
the podium in the very same hall to tell his now exhausted
followers that "a funny thing happened to me on the way to
Congress."

The closeness of the early returns had given rise to a
restrained kind of optimisim here. Most of Cohalan's campaign
workers sat around, relaxing, talking among themselves. With
the end of the long, hard campaign, most seemed content to
simply enjoy a moment's rest. Few of the hundreds of people
on hand chose to watch either of the two television sets which
were set up at one end of the large room. Instead, they relied
on the blackboard, which stood alongside the podium, for
election results.

At 9:55 PM the board read 2,095 for Cohalan, 1480 for
Downey. It was then that Dan Weber, Volunteer Coordinator
for the Cohalan campaign, delivered a speech stressing what
Cohalan himself would later reiterate in his concession speech.
"Everyone here is a modem day patriot," Weber said, "You
people are what this system is all about."

Although there never was a mood of genuine excitement in
the hall, you could begin to feel a wave of uneasiness
developing out of what had earlier been optimisim. One
woman referring to the board which read 3,205 to 2,708 in
favor of Cohalan, prophetically exclaimed, 'That's not
enough of a lead. One district can wipe it out." Five minutes
later the entire hall fell silent as a report came over the
television giving Downey a solid 7,000 vote lead. Although
Weber seized on the words of ABC-TV's Bill Beutel final
words, "It's [the race between Downey and Cohalan] not
being called yet," the majority of the crowd knew tha only a
mknle Hwould save their candidate now.'
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By RAYMOND A. RIEFF
New York-Senator Janes

Buckley, although a loser in
the US. senatorial race last
night, drew a diverse crowd of

,optimistic, ardent supporters
to the Waldorf-Astoria Grand
Ballroom here last night
According to Art Tlompson, a
Buckiley campaign staff
member, "Timee television
networks have predicted he'si
lost - but they are the same
oanes who predicted a low voter
turnout"

When asked the question of
what people liked about
Buckley, the responses were
generdally similar. Fred Miler,
an avid supporter of Buckley
soid "He's honest and!
understands the evils of big
government, the laws of free
enterprise and supports the
average citizen. Everybody
talks about freedom - he

knows what it is and how to
preserve it."

Patricia Gleason, of
Buckley,'s press staff, said,
"He's principled - a man of
Integrity." Reverend Daniel
O'Hare said, "It's his practical
attitudes toward problems -
he's got guts. He's also got alot
of Democratic support for his
po s." Jeff Lupoff, a
Nassau County Volunteer and
local youth coordinator sid
"He's been for the common
nn - he has controlled the
deficit going toward social
poF~anml"

Asked to judge the
atmosphere around them in the
ballroom, most reacted with
"exciting," "hopeful,"
''expectant,'' and
"enthusiastic." Cathy Gabin,
whose husband is Buckley's
speech writer, said "we came
from Virginia to be part of a

victory celebration." The band
leader, Mfike Carney, pianist for
his orchestra and an avid
Buckley supporter, msaid that
cautious optimism" is how he

would describe it.
Bob Heckman, Chairman of

the New York State Young
Americans for Freedom (YAF)
echoed those words, and added
that he is "hoping against the
initial returns -Jim Buckley is
too valuable to lose - it
depends on (what returns) are
still outstanding." Heckman
added that "(Daniel) Moynihan
represents a party we're having
problems with." *rm
apprehensive" said Ina Oost,
."he's got a 50/50 chance."

When asked to explain three
network predictions of
Buckley's defeat, Heckman
said "For six years he acted
like a Senator should aset
instead of how Senators do act.
He did not spend six years
running for re-election,
media-stirring and
image-building - he went out
and did his job." Doris
DiPasculli, a Buckley fan
remarked that "If he had
waged a stronger campign he
would have earsily won upstate.
His campaigning was weak and
his party constituents
uncooperative." A
representative from the
Adelphi chapter of Youth for
Buckley said that in 1970, "the
democratic split between
Charles GoodeUll and Richard
Ottinger gave Buckley a 37%
majority vote. Now, Moynihan
occupies the full Democratic
ballot."

John Metzler, a youth
campaign leader for the
National Traditionalists Caucus
in the St. John's University
chapter said that "Buckley is a
man who knows how to get the
job done - no political bullshit
or run-around--he'sl dear on
what he says." Mitchell
Grotch, a freshman at Stony

JAMES IDUCKLEY

Bcook and a Seretary of
Stony Brook YAF, a part of
the largest youth Conservative
Organizational inputs for
Buckley, says that he "shows
strength, honesty, doesn't
promise the world viable
solutions while overspending
the federal budget. He doesn't
want to see this country ruined
by overspenders and beliewves in
less taxes, more money for
citizens, cutting the
bureaucracy in government."
Don Rosenberg, National
Chairman for the National
traditionalists Caucus, stated
that Buckley 'believes in
governmental non4interference
with citizemns private lives and is
a strong believer in
environmental protection."

In Buckley's concssion

speech to the ballroom
audince, he said that he "will

send my book to Pat" and that
he '"will continue to work for
freedom and a sound
government." He added, "In
any struggle there are setbacks,
but we will continue forward"
and "because of hard work we
went from a fluke to a hot
contender, and it was a fluke
that we didn't go over."

After the speech, reactions
were varied. Dolores DiPasculfi
said "in two years rm starting
a Buckley for President
campaign." Marie DiPasculli
said, "People vote for pie in
the sky - they don't care
about substance. Buckley
should be prepared to run
against Javitz in four years for
the Presidency."

BUCKLEY CAMPAIGN WORKERS *xpress support fbr
their I candidate.

By THOMAS HILLGARDNER
Salvatore C. Nicosia, the Republican candidate for

the first Con o district t held by Rep. Otis
Pike, met a cnshing defeat at the handsof his
Democratic opponent last might.

After a rather uneventful campaign, Nicodia, a high
school teacher in Pthogue, wa ss than confident of
his prospects of winning this contest. At his campaign

hedquarters at Felice's caterers in Lake Ronkonkoma
last night, Nicosia said, "Publicity was poor. I didn't
get much media, what with no money to spend." Whie
not going so far as saying that he had no chance,
Nicosia admitted that that he had at most been!
"hopeful."

Nicosia was unable to comment on how well a heavy'
turnout would effect the outcome of the rae.
However, he did say that he felt his strongest district
was the Smithtown area, while he was not a confident
abou; his chanced in the Three Villaep area where
many people had expected him to do well. - LVATORE C. NICOSIA

As the evening pR ed, Felice's, which also supporters began to leave the headquartersand console
served as the Brookhaven Republican Headquarters, him over his apparent lon.
saw mixed moods, as some Candidates won while Seth C. Morgan, the Conservative candidate for the
othen, such as Nicosia saw victory slip further and seat was not considered to be much of threat, while
further away. At 11 PM, with Nicosia yet to concede Pike said, of Nicoda, "hbe is the wakest candidate they

(the Republican party) have run against me in all my
years in office". Pike did very well in the Brookhaven
area where he captured approximately seventy-five per
cent of the vote. "My major goal in this election was
to dispel the Pke myth", said Nicoda early in the
evening before many of the votes had been counted.
"We will see tonight, exactly how succeful I really
was." The myth of a powerful member of the House
Ways and Means Committee was easy to dispel In the
closing days of the campaign both Nicosia and Morgan
had sharply attacked Pike, especially his stand on the
atomic energy issue. LILCO is planning to construct
two atomic reactors at Jamesport to help meet its
projected needs for the next decade. Neighborhood
residents are oppoed to the idea, and Nicosia had
called Pike 'nsensitiwve to the needs of his
constituents," for coming out in favor of the project.

As defeat became imminent, Nicoida slipped away
form the crowds at Felice's, and retreated to the
Suffolk County Republican Headquarters at Blue
Point. As to what lies aead for Nicosia, all that is for
sure is that there is school tomorrow. His future

political plans are uncertain, but the gentleman from
Holbrook set out to do something, and may turn aain
to try to achieve his goal come next election time.

November 3, 1976

Two Republicans Who Fail in Bids
Buckley Loses Senate Seat

Nicosia Handily Defeated by Incumbent Pike
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By JERRY LESHAW
Stony Brook physics professor Barry McCoy lost the

race for State Senator from the second senatorial district
last night. But County LeUgidslator Millie Steinberg
(D-Stony Brook), a dose friend and strong supporter of
McCoy, said in a firm voice, "I don't consider this a
defeat. The reform wing is very much alive and very

-active."
The reform wing comprises the "New Democratic

Coalition" and the *"Smithhaven Democratic Youth
Coalition", two political groups who are the liberal force
in the Suffolk County Democratic Party community.

Amid the anxious chatter that filled the McCoy
campaign office in the Stony Brook International Mal
last night, the story of the formation of the NDC and
SDYC was unraveled. Young and eager faces filled the
room as the results were coming in, and their exuberance
was the spearhead of McCoy's campaign. As they related
the story of the development of NDC, they bounced up
and down to catch returns in anticipation of the
expected results.

Activism
NDC was formed in the spirit of the sixties activism;

the group hopes to instigate as much liberal reform in
the Suffolk County Democratic party as it can. So far, it
has been met with a great deal of opposition on the part
of Democratic party regulars. According to Phillip
Golstein, a Suffolk county resident who teaches In
Brooklyn, 'the regular Democratic Party was very
unhappy with the fact that Barry won the primary."

He added that the established Democrats branded the
NDC as "ultra-liberal". The NDC supported such
candidates as Steinberg, Legislator, Floyd Linton, Town
Councilwomen, Regina Seltzer and Karen Lutz.

On the nation-wide scale, the group worked in
support of presidential candidates Eugene McCarthy in
1968 and George McGovem in 1972. It supported
Arizona Con n Mo Udall in the presidential
primaries, and while Udall lost the state, he did win in
NDC's district.

The liberal group is now the mobilizing political force
in Brookhaven Town, the population center of the giant
second senatorial district. Geographically, the district is
large, extending out sixty tles to Montauk and Orient
Points. Peter Pierce, 16, of SDYC, says that NDC is "the
real Democrats" in Suffolk County politics.. ..

Independent Unit
The Smithhaven Democratic Youth Coalition is an

independent political unit with no official relationship

to NDC, despite their dose ties. However, SDYC is the
second child of the growing liberal reform movement in
Suffolk's Democratic party. The SDYC comprises about
15 members, although many other young members have
claimed membership in the group. Vice President Dave
Seindenfeld said the only prerequisites to getting into
SDYC are that you be under age 18 and pay the $3 fee.
The average age of McCoy's campaigner's was "about
15," according to Allan Steele of NDC.

This task force of high school students worked up to
ten hours a day during the summer for McCoy sealing
and mailing literature, talking on telephones, and
canvasing door-to-door with pamphlets. The attitudes of
David Hershfeld, 16, typified the strong political
convictions of these young people. He marched in
Vietnam protest demonstrations at ar 8, at age 10
campaigned for Charles Goodell, and at age twelve
worked for George McGovernm.

He said his own political aspiti are indefinite.
The campaign was described by the young Jennifer King
as being a "family and friends" afftr.

Lost Southhold
At 12 midnight, McCoy silenced the noisy room with

his entrance and announced that "80% of the vote is in
and we're 6000 behind. We lost Southhold by 1900". He
brightened the mood when he said, '"They say if you win
an election, you can credit your staff, but if you lose,
it's the fault of the stupid candidate".

oy's wife, Martha, said that she was naturally
"disappointed", but added that '"we did everything we
could, we feel we have a good candidate." This thought
reflected the attitude prevalent of the occupants in the
room. Exhausted after three months of grueling work,
the campaigners -were not disheartened by the defeat,
but were emotionally poised to accept it.

Opponent Republican Ken LaValle, with his
affiliations in the popular Leon Guiffreda camp, was a
virtually unbeatable contender. While this race was lost,
it did serve to amplify the voice of the democratic
reform wing, a gain which most of McCoy's people felt
was a victory in itself.

When asled about Stony Brook campus feedback to
the campaign, moat of the nswers were in the nagative.
As Millie Steinberg said of the democratic reform wing,
'°This will be the catalyst that's going to change our
government."

By SHARON DURST
Patchogue--'rm ecstatic that I won. I will work hard to

keep the trust that the people have bestowed upon me
and we hope to live up to the responsibility of the
office." These were the promises of State Education
Committee Executive Director Kenneth LaValle, who
defeated Stony Brook Physics Professor Barry McCoy in
the race for the first congressional district State Senate
mat.

LaValle held only a moderate lead over McCoy
throughout the evening, though the main widened at
midnight when McCoy conceded to LaVall. With 154 out
of the 197 districts reporting, the count was 36,751 to
31,823 in LaValle's favor.

LaValie was accompanied by his parents, his wif and
thok two children, when the election rest A_ In.

"I'm thrilled, it's what he wants. I've been campaigning
since early September for my son" said LaValle's mother
Catherine "Kitty" LaValle. LaValle's wife Susan was
equally enthusiastic about her husband's involvement in
politics. "I think it's great, he enjoys it and so do we.
I'm active myself so it works out well for both of us"
said LaValle's wife, who is Head Nurse at Mather
Hospital and active in various community organizations.

"Ken is very pro-education. It's one of his major areas
of expertise" said Joe Janoski, one of LaValle's
campaign managers. "Education financing will be a top
priority" Said LaValle, who added that he "will work
Very hard to make sure that tuition and room rates at
the State University do not exceed the 1976 rates. "I
think we cam hold the line" said LaValle, to himself is a
imtr teaodr and school administrator.

The crowd enthusiastically applauded LaValle's
victory. "I think LaVale is sensitive to what's
happening. He's the right person for these times, and
he's been responsible for restoring a good part of Stony
Brook's budget" said Richard Carlsen, a Repulbican
party worker who is also a Stony Brook employee. "He's
not just a friend. He has to do a good job. I know his
background and he's got a lot of integrity" said Pete
Lomoaco, one of LaValle's friends since they were in
ghit school.

Before tae final results came in, LaValle admitted to
being nervous. "It's the first time rve gone through this"
he said. h[is is the first time LaValle has ever been
elected to a public office although he has served as
assistant to his predecessor, retiring Republican State
Senator Leon Giuffrida. He said that Giuffrida has
influenced his career. "Our association has played an
important part, there was in interplay of personalities
and ideas" said LaValle, who added that "I'll becarrying
on the work that he started."

Giuffrida commented on the Republican party in
Brookhaven. "Brookhaven town did very well. We won
everything except the Democratic incumbents" he said,
adding "I think the Republican influence is back in
Brookhaven town." Janoski felt that the high voter
turnout worked to LaValle's advantage. "Because of the
Republican party affiliation in Suffolk, the turnout is to
his favor" he said.

"The whole strategy was to hold your own line and go
after the independents" said LaValle. He announced his
plans to "start preparing legislature in many areas. I'll
probably be one of the first legislators to pre-file bills"
oid LaValle. He said he intends to "provide incentives
for school districts to provide heat and energy
conservation systems" and introduce bills for senior

titens "to broaden the 50% real property tax
emption senior citimens reedve." LaValle also said he

'"in favor of a balanced energy approach. There ware
veral questions on nuclear power plant safety'that

must be answered" he said.MN LaVALL€ eumd spot In tm Saty S t aI nWot.

McCoy Loser in Race for Second District Seat

LaVa e Easily Picks Up Giuffredas Old Post
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-By TARA TREACYI
Stony Brook-Assemblyman George

Hochbrueckner scored a decisive victory
last night over Republican challenger
Kenneth Jacoppi, and took his Second
Assembly District seat for another two
years.

by 3,000 votes, to win by twice that
amount meanspeople recognize I've
worked hard for the past two years, that's
whats beautiful," he said.

Hochbrueckner said that thisyear's
campaign differed greatly from the fight
against Costigan. He said that his first
race had been a fight to determine who
was the better man for the job. He said
that his year, however, he found himself
fighting against what he termed "a dirty
campaign" run by Jacoppi.

Personal Attacks
He said that although he had intended

to simply campaign presenting a portrait
of himself to the voters. Jacoppi
deliberately distorted his stands on issues
and made personal attacks against him.

Hochbrueckner said that Jacoppi

claimed that he had been eo-author of a All bulding on all SUNY campuses are
bill which would raise Assemblyman's financed by this fund, which is under the
salaries. Hochbrueckner said that in truth direction of Governor Hugh Carey. New
he was a staunch opponent of the bill, York State, therefore, owns each new
and even after this was pointed out building until a particular University
Jacoppi continued to use the charge in his purcha it by subtracting its cost from
campaigning. its general operating fund budget. As a

-Despite this campaign, Hochbrueckner result, many buildings are bought that are
easily won reelection. Only one hour deficient in some way because the
after the polls closed, he declared victory. University will overlook structural faults
"Democrats can and do serve well," hein favor of immeate occupancy.
said in his victory speech "I'm delighted Repairs done by University
to accept this challenge and carry on." maintenance men become additional

Investigative Committee expenses, instead of being corrected by
Just recently, Hochbrueckner had the original builders. In an effort to find a

been responsible for the formation of an solution, Hochbrueckner will soon be
ad hoc citizens committee, the purpose of conducting a public hearing where
which is to investigate the State students and members of the community
University Construction Fund. can voice their opinion on the subject.

Watching Returns
Surrounded by a throng of exuberent

supporters, friends and family,
Hochbrueckner watched the returns come
in indicating that he had won reelection
with a 6,000 vote lead over his opponent;
twice the size of the majority he had two
years ago when heupset long time
assemblyman Peter C0otigan (R-Port
Jefferson) I

Hochbrueckner said that he was
ecstatic over the victory. "I won last time

By MIKE JANKOWITZ
Patchogue-The mood was

one of heartbreak, but not
defeat, even though it became
apparent to supporters of Ken
Jacoppi that their candidate had
lost his bid to take the State
Assembly seat from the
Incumbent George
Hochbrueckner.

Jacoppi prepared to leave for
the County Republican
headquarters in Bluepoint, he
was still talkative, and retained
an air of friendliness and high
spirits. Yet, he did not ignore
the facts. "It doesn't look too
good," he commented.

When the first returns began
to trickle in, Hochbruekner
immediately began to show a
large lead. By the time most of
the districts had reported, the
incumbent had amassed a lead of
over 5,000 votes.

Air of Jubulation
At the headquarters, located

on Nesconset highway, there was
food and champage and a
general air of jubulation that was
more reminiscent of a suburban
cocktail party than an electon
night vigil. The small building
was jammed with friends,
family, and stamch supporters,
of the chalenger, many with
their ildren. Hre, at

that be felt that he (Jacoppi)
would stand up for the people.
"I know him. He's honest,

sincere, and my friend, what
better recommendation can I
give?"

,Joyousness earried the
Jacoppi people as they made
their way to Felice's, the
Election Night Republican
meeting place. Yet, only two
hours after they had arrived, the
feeling of confidence had
dissipated into an atmosphere of
heartbreak and disappointment.

Retiring State Senator Leon
Guiffreda, (R-Port Jefferson)
commented: "The incumbent
always has the advantage. iHe has
the recognition and the power in
thinf such as mailings."

Whatever the reasons for the
cshing defeat, they did not
sem to matter to the Jacoppi
people as the incoming results
bHan to assure a Hochbreckner
victory. Even . though
Hobrueckner had declared
victmy as early as 10:30 PM,
Jacoppi still was not willing to
conedet the election two hours
late. Still holding fast, not yet
-iving up, he was determined to
wait untail he could look at the
esults, se a ide enough gap,

to onay o ud what he
"alled a good fight"

.,,u.. l. rn.w* * -

we must be doing well because a forty-five students, ten became
couple of our signs have been campaign workers, some
ripped off." Jacoppi said that heworking far beyond the number
felt that the people would wantof houn asked of them
a change in the political style of Morris Beler is a Democat
their elected officials. He also who voted straight Democrateic

predicted that he would tare except tor one Republican vote
well among young voters. He for Jacoppi. "I think that he's
cited an instance where he had honest and concerned about
appeared before a group of people," said Belr. "He has my
political science students at support as a fend and a
Suffolk County Community politician."
Colege, where, out of a group of Beller, a SUSB alumnus, sid

approximately 9:30 PM, Jacoppi
enmed to be confident of

,victory, hoping that the large
voter turnout, would fgive him
the election. He said be believed
that it was his efforts to go out
and meet the people that would
be most effective in assuring his
victory, more important than his

adrtisng campaign, although
he did feel that his roadside signs
did affect strength, when he
told hi supporteis "I fedel that

November 3, 1976

Hochbrueckner Scores Victory in Second Bid

Jacoppi Loses in Attempt to Gain Assembly Seat
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By JONATHAN D. SALANT
Hackensack. N.J.-The state

income tax has apparently
claimed its first political
victimJimmy Carter.

Opposition to the income tax,
which was supported by a
Democratic governor and
enacted by both houses of the
democratic controlled
legislature, helped Prefident
Gerald Ford to victory in a state
that ws oo considered to be
leaning towards Carter.

Link Carter to Tax
During Ford's campyign trips

-to the Garden State, he tried to
link Carter to the unpopular tax.
His campaign rhetoric was as
follows: Governor Brendan
Bymrne, who fought for the tax, is
a democratic. Byrne supports
Carter. Therefore, Carter
supports the income tax.

The Carter forces, aware that
such a tactic was working,
cancelled a last minute trip to

New Jeney rather than appear
on the podium with the
governmor, who is fast being
identified as New Jersey's OTB -
One Term Bymrne.

New Jenrsey is a state that has
been crucial to the aspirations of
presidential candidates in the
past, most notable John
Kennedy in 1960 and Richard
Nixon in 1968. But Carter's
strong support elsewhere iw the
northeast and south reduced the
impact of a loss here.

Williams Reelected
New Jersey voters did give

their democratic U.S. Senator,
Harrisomn *'. s, a new six-year
term. ibe man that Williams
beat, Republican David
Norcross, who ran a strong race,
said he would remain active in
politics and would seek office
gain.

Norcross' next chance could
come in the 1977 gubomrnatorial
election against Byrne, or

whoever the Democrats
nominate.

A referendum permitting
casino pgambling in Atlantic City
passed easily, help by a million
dollar advertising campaign. Two
years ago, a referendum to
legalize casinos across the state
failed by a three-to-two margin.

In the ninth eonressional
district, six-term Representative
Henry Hestoski (D-ast
Rutherford) was defeated by
Republican Harold "Cappy"
.Hollendeck. Helstoski, who
narrowly won renomination in

-the June primary only to have to
win a second election because of
alleged irregularities, was under
indictment for allegedly taking
bribes in return for special
immigration legislation for
aliens. The cloud over the
congressman's head, especially in
the post-Watergate climate was

'too much for Helstoski to
overcome.

I
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What's Up Doc?
By CAROL STERN

Dr. Berman's name does not appear at the head of today's
column, for he has taken a new position outside of the
University. We wish him well, and will min him.

Last semester, the first of two articles prepared by Dr. Tax
of the now defunct School of Podiatry was printed in
Statesman. The second never made it. Today's column
presents a brief recap of the first and the entire second part.
Copies of the first part will be available in it's entirety at the
Heasth Shop (Located in the Health Service lobby.)

Simply stated, the foot at birth contains most of the
potential weaks towhich the adult foot Is heir. Shoes do not
cause these problems, they are bufilt in at birth. Poor shoes will
accentuate them and better shoes in balance and fit will, to an
extent, retard trouble.

As far as heel heights are concerned, there has been good
evidence over the years to demonstrate that a heel height of up
to one inch does not adversely affect the body posture and
does allow for more shape to the arch of the foot with less
bulk than is found in shoes without heels. This brings us to the
present day concept of shoes without heels and even shoes
with lower heel areas than front areas. To examine the
principle of the lower heel shoe, we will turn to the
evolutionary development of the human foot.

Man is unique because he is the only primate that can stand
erect with his knees straight for a prolonged period of time. To
reach this postural attitude the foot of modemrn man has to
undergo many basic changes. We are probably decended from
a tree-living creature, "dryopithecus." This creature had four
weight-bearing extremities of fairly equal length, and closest
to the missing link connecting man and the apes. Soon after
man and the apes evolved from dryopithecus they both

,,.became arboreal, that is, they began to hang from the limbs of
trees and use this method for food gathering and locomotion.
This is the best evidence that we have as to how man became
erect, because an arboreal creature cam.'es his body straight
down while handing his arms, and his head and spine assume
positions quite different from four-legged creatures.

The conversion, first from quadrupeal to brachiating
animals (animals that hang by their arms in trees), then to a
terrestrial habitat,. resulted in profound changes in the feet
necessary to the functions of weight-bearing and locomotion:

1. The legs became longer.
2. The heel dropped to the ground for more foot length to
balance the upright body.

' 3. The feet became more rigid.

This returns us to the question of which type of shoe and
heel is best for modem man. We have seen that the heel came
down from its elevated evoluntionary position. Furthermore,
we know that most feet pronate (a postural position during
which the heel rolls in and down and the front part of the foot
moves outward) on weight-bearing. From the foregoing, I
believe that the best form of shoe for most people would meet
the following criteria:
1. The shoe should have the shape of the human foot it

covers, or come as close to it as possible.
2. The area of the shoe from back of the heel to the area

where it bends at the ball of the foot should be rigid in
order to enable the foot to act as a proper lever for
locomotion. The shoe should bend very easily at the ball of
the foot.

3. The arch area of the shoe should be moulded sufficiently to
prevent the foot from pronating excessively. (A limited
amount of pronation is necessary for the proper positioning
of the foot during weight-bearing).

4. The heel height should be flat or raised up to one inch. This
makes the foot function more easily on hard flat surfaces, as
conmpared to walking in sand.
I don't believe that it is necessary to wear shoes designed so

that the individual must constantly walk uphill or that this
position is best for most people. In fact, there are a great many
people who cannot bring their heels to the ground without
severe muscle and ligament strain; these people cannot wear
negative heel shoe or even flat shoes. In the majority of cases,
forcing the heel to contact the walking surface increases the
pronation of the foot. Excessive pronation deforms the joint
positions of the foot, knee and back and is considered to be
one of the principle factors for arthritis in all the joints of the
lower extremity.

The point I would stress, as far as heel heights are
concerned, is that the heel area of the foot has evolved from a
raised position and when strain is placed on the leg by forcing
the heel to the ground or lower, the tendency of the foot is to
compensate by pronating more. This can be modified
somewhat by constructing a shoe with a so-called arch
support, but why place the strain there in the first place?

In summary, a shoe with a flat or slightly elevated heel
would meet our criteria better, particuladrly when the arch is
molded.

Carter Victim of Income Tax
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Not having seen Goldstein in person I find it
necessary to explain that I did not expect his
presentation to be worthwhile, as it was not, and
would not pay to see or hear him. I was subject to
the tasteless reveiw in Statesman which repeated
some of the choice comments which Goldstein
made.

William Dorr, chairman of SAB, was most
uncooperative in providing any information
concerning Goldstein other than, "He drew about
four times as many people as Cavett and was
probably only one-fourth as expensive." (This is
untrue). Are Cavett and Goidstein our only
choices? It is time to investigate where SAB comes
up with their wonderful selection of speakers?

On Tuesday afternoon, Professor Joe Hogan
commented to his lecture das of 400 concerning
the fact that students had no say about who or
what their money funded as a result this "pig" was
allowed, or rather paid, to speak. Prof. Hogan
went on to say that he was embrassed to admit
that he is is a professor at this University as a
result of this incident. These comments were
greeted by applause and shouts from the class,
indicating that popular opinion was with Hogan.

Last year it was a stripper, this year, Al
Goldstein-when will SAB stop wasting our money?
What horse's ass is accountable for this?

(The writer is an SUSB undergraduate)
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By BAT BABICH

I a writing this to add what hst I may to
the rerald students' unmstanding of a flow
whoae actites tend to generate of an
uMr, in at least the jounlsti community. This
fellow i Mar Mkiad, of the judkiom desk and.
fund feeing ham. And as be will do more thinm
of at le1e equal interest, I am advocating an
aproh towards iing an of his
motftioos based on a somewhat hostic attitude.

It is the cam that Mark linad'is genuinely
interested in the welfare of the student. t is also

true that his respect and cme r for
students, other than as a body or as his
"constitueney" leaves smething to be desired.
But th brusquene ought to be attributed not to
a gener nastiness, as some have done, but rather
to his single-mindedness. It is difficult for Mark to
make a connection between working for what the
students want, and finding out by direct
interation. This is likely what is creating the
slightly prevalent idea, at least in inter-student
discourse, that Mark is working for dictatorship
and trying to leave most student input out. I could
not go so far as to impute such designs to his
actions, rather let me suggest that he is fully
prepared to ignore the insistent outcries and
outrages of a few for the supposed benefit of
many.

Goldstein Talk
By JEAN ANDRUCKI

SAB has done it again. The Student Activity
Fee has once again been abused, the students
exploited, by the Sunday night appearance of Al
Goldstein, editor of Screw magine.

The man, in his public sense, is revolting. His
major hang-ups, which he revealed to a crowd of
approximately 700 students, are that he grew up
as a Jew in Brooklyn, unable to get laid, and that
he was once 'caught' by his mother while
maturatng.

Goldstein dealt a personal insult to the students
by claiming that his 'Tlthy, vile and disgusting"
langpap would be reminiscent of what they bear
in their dorms. It seems absurd that this troglodyte
should take it upon himself to presume that
anyone, anywhere, would find it neessary to
speak in this manner. Why should he attempt to
drag Stony Brook students down into the gutter
with him. Many of us have heard these obscenities
on more than one occasion but this is one of the
first times it has been dished up in the form of
'entertainment'.

Goldstein repeatedly made references to
masturbation as the national pastime. If everyone
were to spend as much time masturbating as
Goldstein seems to think they do, they would not
have time to take their hands out of their pockets
with money to pay Goldstein, which by the way,

I think it wie here to explain Mark's method of
ettinf somet that he wants done, both as a

peelude to the last part of this comment, and as a
reinforcement for what I sug ted above.

Dimmtbation Polity
Towards the end of last semester there was

some dismtsfetion in Polity as to the work tbe
then Polity diretor Bob Walsh was doing -or at
least in the circles Mark revolved in. And as a point
In fact MIrk did not get on well with Mr. Walsh
and it is likely his efficiency was impaired, and
thereby, you and I the evr-prerent students,
suffered. Justifications aside, over the summer Mr.
Walsh was fired. Mike Hart, an even more former
Polity director, was then hired, or rehired, as you
prefer. Mike Hart, however, found it difficult to
get on with the two bookkeepers in the Polity
office, one was a SCOOP bookkeeper, the other a
Polity bookkeeper. So Mark, in a brilliant fit of
circuitous duplicity, suwested to the council that
the two positions be combined into one, for
economic reasons. This was done, the position was
opened to those interested; and a bookkeeper
amicable to the Polity director was
hired-subsequently it was noticed that there was no
economy to a severe decrease in efficiency and
another bookkeeper was hired, one, it is imagined,
who also got on well with Mr. Hart. I was
impressed, both by the sequence of events and by

Mark's methods, however, I cma not eondone the
morality of this sort of behavior. Along the same
sort of lines, I ap Marks divting of eight
or ten grand towards the purchse of a printing
press, and again, his motivations do not win my
approval, still I feel that people will benefit.

I really feel, however, that it is not a questidon of
the desibty of the end product, but rather of
t motivations behind thee same ends. I do not
condemn or applaud Mark's actions. I am simply
sugen that we look at him as a penon not a
mommter-ad rd like to hope that we can mma e
not to write him Off as a corrupt official. Because
he is at once corumpt and hoest One has to
realize that he is not capable of much more than
what he is. He is like mot of us, who if the
situations were reversed, would also help our
friends, divert state monies for our own benefit if
it hurts no one ele, and ff that money was ours
.anyway, (Mr. Mkini's stipend as Poity treasurer
was paid over the summer by his work study
grant.), and most of us would probably buy
something for the students, with the students
money, on the basis of our own interest in it. It's
not uncommon, and as an ordinary fellow was
elected, it falls to reason that he is going to do the
average thing.

(The writer is a SUSB undergraduate)

added up to approximately $1000.
It does not seem laughable that Goldstein made

disgusting comments and insinuations concerning
our political leaders, both judicial and executive.
The Supreme Court is not supposed to be a
cellection of macho-musclemen with ten children a
piece (to prove their virtility, which Goldstein
denies them). It is a pitiful assessment of the
Burger court to state that the sole reason for the
remembrance of the justices is that they were
"'unable to get a hard-on." Goldstein would have
us believe that this is the most pressing issue and
that these man should be judged on their sexual
abilities, or lack of. Goldstein epitomizes his own

:technique, by comparing President Ford's wife to
a clam.

Poor Taste
The critique of Goldsteins film, SOS will not be

conducted here beeuse I prefer to SAB's
recurrent poor taste and judgement in bringing this
swine on campus and paying him to degrade,
amongt other things, his own mother.

For the money paid to Goldstein, SAB could
have gotten CaI Sagon who visited Stony Brook
once before and pave a lecture on "Intelligent Life
Jn the Universe" (Goldstein was not mentioned).
This Cornell professor could even throw out a few
obscenities if it would provide cheap thrills for
those who need them.

A

Empirical Evidence
To the Editor:

This in reply to the naive letter of
Ar. Klotz (Staesm: Novmber 1)
concerning the Einstein theories of
relativity. I would like to say at the
outset that Mr. Klotz did a very good
job of confusing the special theory
with the general theory, two very
different and distinct creations, an
accomplshment which merely
contributed to the evidence of his

rm ignorance on this subject.
Newtonin mechanics has, a one

of its biedc' theoretical ideas, the
notion that, within the univere, a
sufficiently distant coordinate
system can be found from a spedfic
point of motion so that an absolute
dmeiption of the motion can be
made. It turns out to be impssible to
find such a coordinate system, hence
the Newtonian laws provide only

gfood approximate descriptiomns of
motion In spae.

In hMs 9pecial Theory, RBatein
|enstrueted a coordinate system
which did not dped upon
nonexistent abolule codm t

systems, but on very existent'retv
eoowdtc systems. For this, I
Iaper Mr. Mots ponder Yr --

camo at empiical of

the SpedIal Theory of Reativity.
One more point. The General

Theory depends upon a geometry
called Riemann geometry, which is in
ways very different from the
Euclidean notions of space that most
people intuitively have. Henee, the

I

theoretical results of applicatiomns of
relativity do not lead to the
simplistic, intuitive results that
people like Mr. Klotz would desire.
Again, I would sugst that such
seekers of "Truth" as Mr. Klotz,
spend less time yapping and more

time reading, and then perhaps he
will discover that empirical evidence
again suggests that the universe
operates in a Riemann space, not
good old Euclidean space. That is, of
course, in the large.

Gustas Mavroudis

Novembef 3. 1976

Minasi: Understanding Your Average 'Dictator'

An Insult and Waste of Money
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Yesterday, the State University Board of
Trustees voted to lift a 24-year-old
prohibition that banned the formation of
fraternities and sororities on State

i University campuses. We laud the Board for
their open mindedness, and for allowing
individual campuses to decide the matter
for themselves, but we have some harsh
words for a social life that revolves around
fraternities.

Fraternity life does not unite the student
body, it fractures them. It establishes a'
class system composed of those who'
choose to join the groups, on the one hand,
and those who choose to remain
independent on the other. On the surface,
fraternities and sororities may seem like an
attractive answer to what most people refer
to as "Stony Brook's lack of social life,"
but please take a closer look.

In many ways, establishing fraternities is
like setting up rigid, highly defined and
strictly controlled teams. A real social life
proliferates only when students feel that!
they are free to join any group they desire
- not when they fall into a false sense of

security that comes with strict affiliation to
one - and only one - fraternity.

The Board of Trustees originally banned
the formation of fraternities because they
feared that such institutions would create
airs of exclusivity on university campuses.
Now, they claim that after a year's study,
they are satisfied that the discriminatory
practices that governed membership intd
one of these groups have ended.

We do not know which test case the
Board used to reach its rather general
decision, but human nature- the innate
tendency to discriminate - is a whim
which cannot be so empirically judged. We
are not chastising the Board for repealing
its ban. We praise them for placing this
issue in the proper hands - those of the
students. We are warning students however,
to beware of "easy" and "attractive"
answers to a stifling campus social life.

Fraternities at Stony Brook would be
somewhat of an irony. Fraternities are
institutions that are usually associated with
institutions rife in tradition. Stony Brook is
anything but rife in tradition. Its only

semblance of tradition - the Bridge to
Nowhere - is soon to lose its symbolic
meaning when it is connected to the Fine
-Arts Building.

We suggest that before students resort to
fraternities to solve their social problems,
they look at the possibility of working
together to form a little more tradition on
campus. The names "G" Quad and "H"
Quad are not conducive to the formation
of '-r;*'t'.. .-or yea.s, students have
suggested that these buildings be given real
names.

Let us lick anti-social problems in a way
we will not end up regretting.
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Monday evening, .the office of
University Relations published an
announcement: "STAGE Xl I CAFETERIA
LOUNGE OPEN TONIGHT FOR G QUAD
AND H QUAD RESIDENTS."

An invitation to a party? A pre-election
night gathering for politically active
underclassmen? No - just the only
alternative to the Power Plant's second in a
series of heat and hot water outages. A
resident of G or H Quads has been provided
with the option: "for those residents who
wish to move to warm sleeping quarters.
Students are advised to bring their own
bedding." Either that or keep your
windows closed, the University's only other
viable alternative.

We are not advocating an alternative to
the faulty and terribly inadequate heating
system presently in operation. Since these
outages have become a common occurrance
on this campus, and especially in G and H
Quads, it would seem that the University
cou Id provide better emergency
procedures.

The idea of a pilgrimage across campus,
with pillows and blankets, might be fun on
April 1, but considering the sub freezing

temperatures on Monday night, the notion
seemed a bit absurd.

The previous outage in G and H Quads
occurred on October 20. No emergency
procedures were instituted then. But the
temperature that day was not near the
freezing level. Therefore, there was no
immediate need for concern.

Electric heaters were obtained last year
for just such instances. But somehow, in
the bureacratic shuffle, they were recalled
and then presumably sold. Regardless, they
were not around for student use on
Monday night.

Luckily, for the entire University, Boiler
number 3, an emergency backup, didn't
break down. If it had, all the pipes would
have frozen. And the semester would.
resume sometime in late March.

First Polity froze Statesman's funds.
Now the Administration has gone one step
further. They attempted to freeze all of
Statesman's readers. Or perhaps, a counter
attempt to make the students boycott their
rooms instead of their classes yesterday. A
little heat and hot water, on a cold winter's
night isn't too much to ask for a one room,
double occupancy at over $100 a month
rent.

j{
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Fraternities: Counterproductive

A Need for Precaution
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If you are interested in appearing in the e
1977 Specula you must make an -
appointment, by November 10th, to be -
photographed.

Contact Nol at 6-7366 tomok, arpome-t. !
__________________ (Specula i funded by POW)

ON November 4th
at 8:30 PM
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SENIORS: ALL DECEMBER '76
alg ~ MAY '77 GRADUATES

Yearbook senior portraits will be taken during the
--- t ~ week of November 15th to 19th

_S THIS IS THE ONLY WEEK SENIOR
0'0 PORTRAITS WILL BE TAKEN

Within the next week you will be receiving an appointment card

< ~ > from David Greenberg Studio. You will be given an appoint

l | ment for a specific day, please try to keep your appointment

on that day. If you do not receive an appointment card, or are

unable to kIeep your scheduled appointment, call Barbara at

1-7391. At the time you are photographed you may place an

is-- -,. b, r, order for the yearbook. The price is $7.50.m., i- A id ky ity

will be held on Wednesday,
November 3rd in the Polity Office at

Noorn.Got questions on Polity's
Money? Something about the treasury
bothering you?
Come to the workshop. If you can't
make it but have questions, my office
hours are 11-1 every day.

Mark MyN
Pordity Treasurer
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ALL CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS:
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SCIENCE FICTION FORUM
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HARLAN ELLISON

The organizational meeting of the

Bigca S eces

will be held on Wed. Nov. 3, at 8:00
PM in Grad Bio basement room 036.
All those interested are invited to
attend. Refreshments served.

CAMPUS[
NEWS INEWELREEL

ALL CLUBS WANTING LINE BUDGET FUNDING FOR
NEXT ACADEMIC YEAR (77-78) MUST APPLY FOR

IT BY
NOVEMBER 12, 1976

AT5 PM
REQUESTS MAY BE LEFT WITH THE OFFICE

SECRETARY...BE SURE to get a budget committee

hearing appointment when you drop off the request!!
MARK MINASI

POLITY TREASURER

iCKETS REQUIRED -
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Tickets on sobe Tuesay Nov. 9

in 1be Cmeter College

U oWdmeam sets (lit $13
a -estasotto

ticktt SaW OMp AP AOm-commuters
WED. MOV. 17

YAL-o

'TICKETS LIST $7.50

ON o SALE ik $5.00

Nassau Colliseum

Thits. Nov. 11

Tickets go on sale Nov. 1
o nfowmliM cAdl 6-70 ,
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* 15¢ OFF - '-
SHAKES & (Il
I C E CREAM SODAS

UJVMY SERVCE A VAABLE

BAS N-RBBB0 S ('1$ -
ICE CREAM STORES

3 VILIA1 PiLZA SITAVRET
* -| 0 SW of NSehos Ad. ROUTE »A ?5I-90

()!)en 7 Day, a 'eek Sun-Thursl AM-10:30PM'

*.o~ FFri& Sat 11 A.M 11 PM'

^ EXPIRES NOV. 9/76 !<^ . . ... ... .... ...... . . .................. .. .

f PORTUGAL, Ro Trip Air, 7 nights hotel,
ESTORIL -exr -

I - - - -' *»... . L

SKI -AIR CHARTERS
Round Trip EUROPE 10& 14 day via SWISS AIR

; SIU- ASPEN, ALTA, SUN VALLEY, SNOW MASS $149

AIR CHARTERS
ROUND TRIP TO

MUMI $99 HAWAI $299
-T7HANKSGAVG, CHRISTMAS, NEW YEARS

PARADISE ISLAND
*- dme Rodzi Trip Air via Pa An

3 iog Hoiday :"

Day/ 3 Nghts -$279 per person::4 Day;/3 Ntsho -$279 per penon " -

$249

$299

$299

$299

$299

$289

... . 1

* I
-I

I29
.. . 1

* . U

j-f~iWf ~ U U RWaU WF I

THE UNION GALLERY
IS FEATURING THE

DRAWINGS OF
Larry Auerbach

from Nov. 3 to Nov. 23
There will be an opening reception

Wednesday, November 3rd. from 7 PM to 9 PM.
ALL ARE WELCOME .....

SPONSORED BY U.G.B.

i!

-jl

.11

I1.

I s

1

BOURIE TRAVEl
(Next to Yankee Peddler)

200 Main Street (Rte. 25A)
East Setauket, New York 11733

. 516-751-1313

1 WEEK PROGRAMS
SAN JUAN Includes Round Trip Air, 7 nights at

Americana Hotel, ticket to oies Bergee

CANARY .Round Trip Air. 7 nights hotel,
ISLANDS b i t daily.

I

!Guaranteed at
Over 500 Centers AREA CODE 516 588-3233over 500 Centers
From Coast to Coast

* ',

· ... ...

World's Largest Transmission Specialists
10% DISCOUNT WITH STUDENT, FACULTY

OR STAFF I.D. CARD
1729 Middle Country Rd.

2 Blocks West of Nicolls Rd. Centereach, L.I., N.Y. 11720

-COLUMBIA,
CARAGENA

LONDON w
SHOW ho-t

TOUR

Air and Hotel

· ldes Round Trip Air via Pan Amn, 7 nights
teld, transfers, breakfast daily, 4 theatre
kets.

0 A VTD ^T A C!CDV^ A X C! 4W %I&Trw"^

-- ;3AD l4!AnIlnALZ liJ!Sl'T1---

extet consisting of violin, viola, cello, flute, oboe, harpsichord
Thursday, November 4

8 PM Union Auditorium ,
students $ 1.00, ' Ih A.Ms tu n -s- - - - -ublin JW.WXv
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Tootsie Taxi -
locof & Long Ditnce Cails

-AIRPORT SERVICE -< 6
,SURROUNDING AREA I

STONY BROOK SETAUKET SMITHTOWN MALLS
\-v I- ION _ _ sor i; l,/w/
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I
S TARTING FRIDAY

THE OUTER
SPACE

CONNECTION
WEEKDAYS

7:16- 9 P.M.
J

!

I !

I

BACKGAMMON
TOURNAMENT
SPONSORED BY

HILLEL AND J.A.C.Y.
EVERY THURSDAY

FROM
8.00 - 10.-00 PM

IN THE UNION
BALLROOM AT THE
A T THE SAME TIME

AS ISRAELI
DANCING. BRING
YOUR OWN SET IF

YC U HA VE ONE.
?COfE DOWN AND

SE-E SL VY
TO RFGISTER

IRAlfAMAa rlkl Mml I

II

BE TAUGHT TO THOSE
INTERESTED.

THERE WIU BE PRIZES

I GERSHWIN
I - -A -Al p -% P-9 - , I -

I

-BLAST

SA7TURDAY
NOVEMBER 6

10 P.M.

ofI. . EM

-- -- 04

i CH/ES^SASSOC.;
. PRESENTS

I GAMES DAY
t SAT. NOV. 6
2 Place: Stage 12

Quad Yard
Starting: 12 Noon

I Activities-
-.- - * 0, IF %r

Volley Ball, I
Basket Ball I

etc.
Barbeque after

games start
at 5:30 PM

CHARGE: - I

.. o60/PersonSlasseslm1910*19 m w-- el

D Bill Baird Cener
INFORMATION, HELP, COUSELING FOR

ABORTION
BIRTH CONTOL
* FREE PREGNANCY TESTING

REGARDLESS OF AGE OR HARAL STATUS

SRIJCTLY CONFIDEimAL
OP 9 AM-9 PM
7DAYSA WeEK

0

Rated G 0Ratd R
STARTING rUEs.

THE ,

FRONT

WEEKDAYS
7':30 & 9:15

4DN. X Jm,,, ft · IoS'O. MASS I
iA. ( , 1b N17] A6 A1IPAL -~ p id 16171 53lk~11

^-t

Iarvc A ITi Curu %Ai=Ir V I iU^DU Al cnnRu D^IrU no Mrn

RETREAD
SNOWSmSf/l95 ~:.,.

rll ll 16"- 20.96
ph 1.60 FED TX.
+ 2.00 for wid 78 AM_

rONUS w ith tis d

RADIAL
SNOWS
WHITEWALLS

FULLY GUARANTEED.
YOUR CHOICE ANY SIZE

AR 78x13
PIs 1.98 F. E. T.

*BELTED
SNOW

-: Polyestyer-
Fiberglass I4

WHITEWALLS I

S27. 94 7
SIZE A78x 13 plus F. .T.

.MD .A I N.Y.STA
1�- 1

I 6 minutes from campus

I: N

MIAMI
BEACH

Jan. 2 - Jan. 1 1
1977

$70
roundtrip via

DELUXE COACH
Room is still available

Accommodations at
Miami Beach

DESERT
INN

aslows $77
CALL DIRK

246-4666
2"46"-
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DON'T GET CAUGHT WITH YOUR
'ANTS DOWN

SALETIRE

585-8866 ...1 .. IEXIT 37 L.I.E. 747-61711
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C COMIC & ,
: 450 LB. X-RATED -

STRIPPER
PARTY WITH HIS BAND

IPARTY BEGINS AT 8:00 P.M. -e
WITH WINE & BEER

SHOW STARTS WITH so -
-- TUBBY BOOTS ..

· A; . . . . . .- *'; " .AT l0:00oP.M. · *" * . , ' .
_ __ ' * ... . *

- 4'~~~~~~.». or/,-. .-

.. '* ,' .- , ' ,.
>

�b

1976 Emmy Award Winning Writer
for Saturday Nite Live

3RD
-SPONSORED BY UGB & SAB
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1X-__M^ES 64 MIDDLE COUNTRY RD. E' "Elm of
_*rri 7SELDEN -m" ., O

anmiv fy.tar.t now serving Dolly Madison ice creamn

Wil -W~ ,AI- M--

,

i

I

STONY BROOK
PATRIOTS

HOCKEY CLUB
HOME

SCHEDULE
NOV. 14 v' ST. JOHNS

NOV. 28 l. N.Y. TECH

DEC. 6 v N.J. TECH

DEC. 12 w. ST. FRANCIS

JAN. 23 mP. A.S
PATTERSONI

JAN. 30 v COLUMBIA

FEB. 6 Y' COOK

FEB. 13 wv. KEAN

FEB. 20 mL N.Y. MARTIME

FEB. 27 V. ' WAGNER
Honme iws pbyed a:

LoBg 1sland Arena,
C _m.A Free _us for
fhmo Leaves_ tmklt mdo I
PM for each pgame.

I

-

i

The SB Street
Hockey Club will meet

on Nov. 8 at the
second floor of the
Union lounge at 8 PM.

All are welcome to
come. Questions will
be answered and final
sign-up sheet for
registration. Call Fred
or Pat at 6-3879 if you

are unable to come.

!

COME
TO

r

THE
HEALTH

SHOP!
.. .MO

I

(and find out

what the

shortage of

- sheep in

Australia can

mean to youl)
.
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IUNION GOVERNING BOARD SERVICES i
I COMMITTEE MEETING

. NOVEMBER 5 FRIDAY 11:00 SBU ROOM 223

-agenda: FOOD SERVICE, STUDENT INSPECTIONS,.

VENDING, BOOKSTORE, ACTION LINE,

.. OTHER BUSINESS .

.. OUR. ..........
........... _= ............. _.........................

i~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~... .........................................********;;*-*;;*--*::**::**::«:**::* -

I W- - - - --- - --- - - -0 0 *-- -
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\ AThere IS a differences

1q I

PERSONAL
POETRY WANTED for Anthology.
I nclude stamped envelope.
Contemporary Literature Press, P.O.
Box 26462 San Francisco,
California.94126.

HELLEN OON'T wear no draws yet
Instilled logic and inspiration. Thanks
from the Boys. J.J. Barns!

MY DEAREST DOODY. You too
can engage In anallngus! (Shake a
mean tuchas) Love Deff. (Infamous
owner of the Doody-mobile.)

TO WHOEVER crowned poinedexter
last Friday. You brightened the day
of 300 organic students. P.S. Did
Stuey really get you?

WANTED-SOMEONE to climb
down roof to Install TV antenna for
610. Call 246-7226.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE: Spunky '72 4-door
yellow Datsun, 510 automatic
AM/FM, 5 regular plus snow
whitewalls, extra floor mats.
Excellent Inside/outside. Terrific
engine. Gets minimum 22 maximum
28 mp gallon. Uses regular leaded gas.
Must sell. Asking $1500. Alexis
(63580) Business Hours (541-1847)
Evenings/ weekends.

REFRIGERATOR KING used
regrigerators and freezers bought and
sold. Campus delivery available. Cal;
928-9391 and speak to the KING!
We also do repairs.

TYPEWRITERS, Smith-Corona
portable. Excellent condition. Phone
543-0339.

1970 OLDSMOBILE Cutlass
Supreme, full power and air. good
running condition. clean Interior
some body damage. $795. Call
751-8798 after 6 PM.

THE GOOD TIMES
Buys and SeliS

Quality/Scholarly Use. 3ooks
Hard Cover and Paperback

Most Subjects
Paperbacks sell at V Price

Two Floors of Good Browsing
150 E. Main St. Port Jefferson
11-6 Mon-Sat 928-2664

STEREOS, ALL brands wholesale.
We can't be undersold. Specials,
cartridges, speakers, autostereo,
highend dealer. 516-698-1061.

HELP-WANTED
GIRLS WANTED for wet T-shirt
contest at Run Bottoms, Friday nites
S25. minimum for 1 hour of fun.
First prize S200. Size not important.
Contact Mr. Korn. 731-4042.

AMPUTEE NEEDS Nursing care one
hour dally in exchange for free room.
Call Mr. Thompson. 473-0240.

HOUSING
SHARE SABBATICAL home In
Stony Brook January-August 1977
with single faculty member. $150
plus 42 utilities. Contact S. Springer,
402 Paunack Place, Madison,
Wisconsin.

EUROPE 76/77. No frills Student
teacher Charter flights. Global Travel.
521 Fifth Avenue Nw York New
York 10017. 212-379-3532.

ELECTROLYSIS RUTH FRANKEL
Certified FelMlow ESA recommended
by physicians, modern methods,
consultations Invited. Walking
distance to campus. 751-860.

COUNTY MOVING and
Storage-Local and Long Distance.
Crating, packing. Free Estimates. Call
928-9391.

BUILD YOUR OWN Banjo. Free
Catalog. Stewart MacDonald Mfg..
Box 90015, Athens, Ohio 45701.

SERVICES
TYPING EXPERIENCE In
manuscripts, thesles, resunmes, IBM
selectric. Rates depend on job. Call
732-6208.

LOST and FOUND
FOUND ladies writswatch found in
the Lecture Hall. It is a gold watch
with diamond chips, and engraving.
Call 6-3611 and ask for Mark.

FOUND set of keys outside DOuglass
College, morning of Oct 28th. Call
6-4304 and Identify.

FOUND ring in Lec Center mens
room Tues 10/26. I lu gled It Into
Securitys lost and found. See them.

LOST, silver cross pen with engraved
name. If found call Joe 6-3993. or
Kelly C Room 124.

LOST, pair of wire framed glasses In
Gershwin vinclnlty. My father 9gave
you the wrong number. It Is Biernice
6-4674. Thanks for your efforts.

FOUND Blue Parka on Douglas
College 2A. Prescription sungltl
also In pocket. Lost probably during
Oktoberfest weekencd. To claim. see
Kenny. Douglas 215A.

LOST pair of glassfe on 10/29 near
Gershwin Brownshlsh fray frames In
a vision center case. Please return to
John Gershwin B25. Thanks.

FOUND palr of glasses belonging to
Bernice Mermelsteln near Gershwin
on 10/30. Gershwin B25B.

CAMPUS NOTICES
Meeting; University Flying Club.
physics plaza. P-112 7:30 November
3rd.

Professors will be available on Fourth
Floor of SSB for academic advising
and declaration of major Nov 1
through Nov 12 from 10-12 PM and
103 PM. THIs will be the last time
this semester you will be allowed to
declare a Political Science Major.

Specula '77 this year's yearbook Is
looking for boosters. We'll print your
message, 10 words or 50 spaces for
$1. Watch for coupons In this weeks
Statesman or call John at 6-6915 or
ANdrew at 6-6929 for more
I nfor mat ion.

The French CLub meets at S PM In
Library Rm 3666 on Wednesdays. All

re welcome. Please Come!

All welcome to the weekily coffee
social on THursday at 8:30 PM In
SBU O45B (Opp craft shop)
sponsored by the GSU. Come and
socialize In a friendly atmosphere.

All situdents planning to do their
elementary school student teaching
In the Spring of 1977 must register
with the Education Department
during the two week period
beginning October 25th through
November 5th. 1976. There will be
registration In Room N 4016 In the
Library. There will also be a meeting
of all students with their
departmental supervisors on Dec 8th,
1976 to announce school placements
and to prepare the students for their
assignments. A general meeting will
start at 4:15 PM In Room 001 of the
Earth and Space Science Building.
Students will nwet with their
supervisors from 5:00 PM to 6:00 PM
in rooms to be announced at the
getnera I meet Ing.

Volunteers reeded to help elderly
from the Patchogue Nursing Center
around SMlthaven Mal one
Wednesday a month between 11 am
and 3 pm. Transportation will be
privkled. Contact the vital office at
6-6814 or come down to the otfice lo-
cated in the library basement by Career
development.

Careers and you: How foreign
language can help you obtain a better
job and a higher salary. Speaker

rbara Elling on Nov 4th 12:15 PM
3rd floor Library undergrad meeting
room.

PREPARE FOR:

MCATO DATe LSAT®
rg:F · rIMAT I nrtAT a fr»DATI -Ace- - Acelb% I -- WOM I 1W %0l-i I W VA I

Over 38 years of experience and success. Small classes. Voluminoushome study materials. Courses that are constantly updated. Centers
open days and weekends all year. Complete tape facilities for review
of class lessons and for use of supplementary materials. Make-ups for
missed lessons at our centers.

ECFMG * FLEX
NAT'L MEDICAL & DENTAL BOARDS

Flexible Programs & Hours
Our broad range of programs provides an umbrella of testing know-
how that ena:les us to Orc the bsl prWeparahon avaable. tu,.h
iproowng Ite inividual course you w selected

Bl . 212-331-53a00 ~ ~ A_
2124Lbn 2 -4464Left Id lS t 51 5 $ _ G4555

Nwmw 20124462 W - . ...
OulsNY SUM Only _ EDUCATONAL CENTER LTD

CALL 167S E 16 St Gklyn
T~tf~r-****z71*al~l 1^^^ MY 11229l m *««221-99S PaEPARATIN

C^ s <^»».««US C _ WSPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

0T/<f'l= 3 Village Plaza
v1iage RTE 25A UNDER NEW

o /T~teatre SETAUKET, 941-4711 MANAGEMENT

THE BAD NEWS BEARS
aio

WOODY ALLEN
in

TAKE THE MONEY AND RUN
WEEKDAYS: SATURDAY: SUNDAY:
BNB: 8:30 BNB 1, 8:45 BNB: 1:30. 4:40, 8:00
TMR: 7 & 10 TMR 2:40. 7:20. TMR: 3:165, 6:25, 9:40

10:30

*"** SPECIAL MIDNIGHT SHOW ,-,
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY NOV. 8 & 6

THE BEATLES in
; . ."LET IT BE

12 MIDNIGHT
YELLOW SUBMARINE

1:20 AM
*******all seats $2.00 MM M

^jyU»Tf» THEATRE.~lnmvy~ MALL
SMITH HAVEN MALL

Jericho Turnpike (Rt. 25)
nd Nesconset Highway,

724-9550

NORMAN-
IS THAT

YOU?
OM T, X 4YED OWg....................D....

WEEKDAYS
7;45 & 9:45

.......................

FRIDAY NIGHT
7:45 & 9:45

eeee......................

SATURDAY
1:10.2:55.4:40.6:35.8:25

PREVIEW to: s
RAY4ED R

0-........................

SUNDAY
1:35.3:30.5:30,7:30,9:30

Rt. 25A
East Setauket

751-9618
BILT-RITE TRANSMISSIONS 1 928-8088

ROUTE25AMTSINAI <(,J Mile East ot Junction of Nesconset Hwy.
R OUTE 25A MT. SINAI & Route 25A) LOCATED NEXT TO 7-11

TRANSMISSION Peq SPECIAL. REBUILT AUTOMATIC
TUNE-UP $ 1

9.., DISCOUNT TRANSMISSIONS
o kewi (.ve ron . GUARANTEED
s A.st 2Banos , .1 n, STUDENTS & For 18 Mos./18,000 Miles

ciean 0-~~~1 dr.. ', 1295
·instat ,e.. Po Gas ",t A FACULTY CALL FOR PRICE & APPT.
Replace F lua 'RIC»E INCLtJIJI S

fek f , OLea P tLU1 U& I I L t I' SI J .n, 
L U

·c 
&

unvera jont "ONE DA Y SER VICE IN MOST CASES"
· Cneck E.nne and Transmounts

_ Adjust Tnvattle ana Manual Lt6a<S4 * FREE Road Test We Reseal, Repair and Rebuild

OPE O F R a tn , <«ATs - 8 ton - FREE Towing Ali Makes & I ypes of Trans-

All F oreiqn & O omestic Cars & Standard

I10% off ice cream at Fl n a st
I cakes and Ioss -be sure to bring your student I.D.)

................... ...............................
of copionr " i

* /7 good at 100 OFF *
Small cones or dishes

. at Fint 15e OFF
: otriaS]Lrge cones orf dishes.

.expiresI,, 191/76 . ..*-'- --- ---------f^= ;' '_' '; ' -": .---

Advertise in Statesman

! ®*



SPORTS --
-BRIEFS

Giants Drop Buggs, Word
Pleasantville, N.Y. (AP)-The New York Giants placed wide

receiver Danny Buggs and corner back Roscoe Word on waivers
yesterday while adding two young defensive players for the
remainder of the National Football League season.

The acquisitions ae John Bushong, a defensive end, and middle
linebacker Brad Cousino.

Bugs, the Giants' No. 3 draft pick of 1975, failed to catch a pass
in his 1'*/ seasons with the Giants. Word had seen service with the
New York Jets.

The 6-foot-3, 247-pound Bushong was drafted on the eight round
by the Baltimore Colts in 1975. He was cut late in that preseason
and played with Charlotte of the World Football League until that
league folded.

Bushong signed with the Dallas Cowboys for the 1976 season and
was put on the reserve list because of an ankle injury during the
preseason. He was released last week. The 6-foot, 220-pound Cusino
joined the Cincinnati Bengals as a free agent in 1975 and played a
full season.

Dawkins Ready to Play
Philadelphia, Pa. (AP)-Cftics accused the Philadelphia 76ers of

robbing the cradle when they picked an 18-year-old Florida
scholastic star on the first round of the 1975 National Basketball
Association draft.

Darryl Dawkins has silenced them by maturing into the type of
center the 76ers envisioned when they gambled by making him a
hardship selection.

"Whenever people say I'm too young to play in this league, I want
to go out and show them," said the 19-year-old, now in his second
season. Though the 6-foot-41/ center sees only spot duty behind
Caldwell Jones while the 76ers have compiled a 3-2 record, he's
itching for a chance to play more.

"rd like to see more playing time but I don't know when I'm
going to get it," said Dawkins, whose 240-pound bulk can dog up
any lane in the league.

The only flaw hat Coach Gene Shue can find in the youngster's
game comes on the other team's end of the court.

"Defense is the only thing that's holding Darryl back," he said.
"What can you say about the guy?" asked teammate George

McGinnis. "He's only 19 years old. I think he's ready to play. If he
gets the playing time, he could definitely be one of the top ones."

Jones First in NL
New York (AP)-Randy Jones, the little left-hander who won 22

games for the San Diego Padres last season, was named winner of the
National League's Cy Young Award yesterday by the Baseball
Writers Association of America. Jones, who narrowly lost last year's
award-emblematic of pitching supremacy-to Tom Seavrer of the New
York Mets, drew 19 of the 24 first-place votes in balloting by a
committee composed of two baseball writers from.each of the 12
National League cities.

That easily outdistanced runner-up Jerry Kooman of the New
York Mets, who drew seven first-place votes. Mets teammate Jon
Matlack and Don Sutton of the Los Angeles Dodgers received one
first-place vote apiece.

Jones, a 5-foot-11, 180-pounder currently recovering from
off-season arm surgery which threatens his career, also received six
second-place votes and three third-place votes in the election.

He was the only one mentioned on each ballot, collecting 96
points. Koosman, a left-hander, had 69' points with Sutton third at
25'I

Expansion Teams Set for Draft
New York (AP)-The two expansion teams in the American

League are without players but they still are generating a lot of
interest at the home front.

AL newcomers Seattle and Toronto will be stocking their rosters
at Friday's expansion draft with young players and a smattering of
veterans, which is not a formula for immediate success in the major
leagues.

The fastest any expansion team ever made it to the play-offs was
in eight years. The New York Mets won the World Series in 1969
and the Knasas City Royals won the AL West this season.

But the fans in Seattle and Toronto just are happy to have been
elected to the major leagues, even though the returns will be negative
for a while.

The Seattle Mariners already have sold more than 2,400 season
tickets, according to Lou Gorman, the club's director of player
operations.

"The American League record for season ticket sales is 6,500,"
Gorman said. "Our owners think we can sell 6,000. This is the
second time around for Seattle, which lost its team to Milwaukee
after one year. Gorman says the city has welcomed baseball with
open arms this time.

""he PiloUts only sold 1,900 tickets in 1969," Gorman said. "But
remember they played in an old stadium. Well be playing in a brand
new, domed stadium."

Novie^&3-',-19 0 STAYEAiW Pag '"

By ED DANIELSEN
"To give so much for something, you have to

love the game," says Bosak Erike, a star of the
Stony Brook soccer team for three years.

Erike, 24, came to Stony Brook in 1973. is
last year in high school was interupted by civil war
in Nigeria, which lasted three years before peace
was restored and he was able to return to and
finish school. Erike's choice of attending Stony
Brook was not athletically motivated, but was
instead a choice made with consideration to his
academic interests. Nigeria's seven universities did
not offer the education Erike wanted in electrical
and computer engineering. At the end of the year,
Erike will be receiving degrees in Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science. He also plans
to stay in the United States for graduate work in
computer engineering before returning to Nigeria.

Playing soccer requires spending three hours a
day five days a week in practice. And the time
Erike has sacrificed has had an effect on his grades.
"I think my marks could have been very high had I
not spent the time that I have on soccer," said
Erike, who still manages to keep up a 3.0 average.

Injuries
While not a sport noted for its roughness, soccer

is a tough game and injuries do occur. Erike, in his
three years playing for Stony Brook, has sustained
his share of injuries. A pulled muscle caused him
to miss one game this season. Last year a kick in
the chest put him in the hospital for a few days.
The result of this was missing a substantial number
of classes and a midterm.

Stony Brook, not a school noted for its sports
programs, is neither noted for the quality of its
playing fields. Stepping into an unseen ditch can
cause leg and foot injuries, such as the sprained

ankle which put Erike on the sidelines much of
last season. Coach John Ramsay termed the field
"generally choppy" and said that there have been
"unnecessary injuries over several years." He
added, however, that the conditions of the field
bad been improved upon this year.

Unlike Nigeria, where high school games might
attract a crowd of 5,000 to 10,000 people, soccer
is not much of a spectator sport. Here, the game
may attract a crowd of 15 to 20, sometimes more
if some people happen to drift over from a nearby
football game. "There's no outsid incentive," says
Erike. "We even have to buy our own shoes." The
cutbacks in financial support have left a budget
that, in Ramsay's words, "doesn't measure up,"
which has dictated staying close to home and
playing only a few away games.

But the financial matters don't seem to bother
Erike, who has been playing since elementary
school. "I play for fun," says Erike. "When I think
about life, it's not just all A's. You have to interact
with society - sports is one way. If I didn't play, I
wouldn't feel as much a part of it."

Ramsay describes Erike, the school's alltime
leading goal scorer with 15, as "pure gold." "When
we needed scoring, he's done it." Ramsay sees him
as a "quiet, unassuming person."

"By his attitude, you wouldn't know if be had
been in the game or scored four goak." Ramsay
said. "I just respect him tremenously." "There
have been people who have been as good as he, but
they have harder to live with."

Erike's achievements are not hard to trce to his
spirit of competition and his profession. "I don't
believe that I can't do anything," he said, which,
of course, only goes to show - you have to love
the game.

Continued from page 20
when Baruch's Rod Stilwell
punted from midfield and the
ball took a Baruch bounce on
the 20 and rolled out of bounds
and James took over on their
own two yard line. Two plays
later the snap form centersailed
over the head of James
quarterback Keith Davidoff for
the safety.

James had a chance to win the
game in the final seconds after
Steve Kahn intercepted a Bob
Berger pass on his 20 and ran it
back to the Baruch 30. Davidoff
completed two passes and James
was on the 10 yard line. With
Neil Goldstein, who already has
a 45 yard field goal to his credit,
waiting to kick the winning field
goal. A bad snap brought the

ball back to the 15 with 55
seconds left. The next play
Davidoff hit lineman Larry
Mueller, who then threw across
field towards the endzone but
the ass was intercepted by Tom
Duca at the goaline. Baruch ran
out the clock for the win.

--Ed Schreier

Soccer Teami's Leading Scorer
Is Content Despite Stony Brook

Safety Is the Winning Margin
As Baruch Moves to Semifinals
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By DAVID SIEGEL
"Ther are men here who have been

with the soer program for four years,"
stated Coach John Ramsey, "I want to
dedicate this fame to the senion. Lets
ma the lat time out as successful
possible." Senior Bosah Erike scored
three goals, and senior Steve Shapiro had
a goal and an assist to finish their college
careers as winners, with a 4-1 victory over
Pratt Tuesday in the last regular season
Same of the year.

The Patriots were a bit pressured.
They've already had a fine season.
However, if they beat Pratt, they would
have a good chance for a bid to the
Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference
playoffs. Stony Brook felt the pressure,
-and as a result Pratt scored. With 15
minutes expired in the game David Fojo,
the Pratt' midfielder, shot one into the
upper left comrner for the 1-0 lead. "It was
an excellent shot," explained Captain

BoEah 1k--Pa l9
Halit Uygur," there was nothing anyone
can do about it."

The Patriots were awakened by the
goal. They began to dominate. Steve
.Dorage came downfield drew out the
goalie, and shot the ball into the arms of
a defender for a penalty kick. Steve
Shapiro converted it, for his 7th goal of
the season, and a 1-1 tie.

"We've been trailing in the past three
games," stated Mitchell Yellin," but the
mark of a good team is to come back and
win, and that is just what we did." Stony
Brook took the lead to stay late in the
half. Shapiro drilling a pass to Erike
ahead of the field for a breakaway goal
and 2-1 halftime lead.

In the second half, senior Scott
Remily, who for the second time in two
games, hit the upper cross bar from dose
range, took his turn in assisting Erike, on
a nice pass through two defenders.

row is~wwlpL uwud -as i*w- Age- ,d,~, *-lo~.,y,,,

"I had two goals as a freshman and one
last year," explained Uygur, who was
All-Metropolitan in his sophmore year,
and a good candidate this year, "as a
freshman I was playing against CCNY and
we were losing 2-1 with a minute to go.
They called on me to shoot the penalty
kick and I scored. It was a big goal
because we went on to win the game."
Uygur wasn't so lucky this time because
he shot it soft and right at the goalie for
an easy save. "I'll save my goal for the
ECACs," replied the Captain.

The soccer program has grown
tremendously over the past four years.
They have gone from 5-7-1 to 5-6-4 to
7-4-1 and this season 9-2. "I have said in
the past that this team is capable of
winning any and every game on the
schedule," explained Ramsey, "we just

about did it. We lost to Post 1-0 after
outshooting them 30-14. Then the 3-0
Post hangover against Hofstra. We have
come back very well and I am very
pleased."

The college careers of some of these
athletes are in the hands of a group of
men in a little office, in New Jersey. They
are the ECAC selection committee. They
have a lot of statistics and facts but they
can not measure character. "I am very
proud to be a member of this team,"
explained senior Mike Pifko, "we lost an
excellent leader, and midfielder, in our
Captain Scott Walsh to a knee injury. We
also lost Bosah Erike for a couple of
games. Yet we managed to win. We have
come back from a lot and showed a lot of
character. After four years I can say I am
very proud."

Finally, Erike finished off the game, with
his speed and finesse getting the assist, and
him just plainly faking the goalie out of
shoes, and passing the ball in, for the 4-1
victory.

Erike finished off the season with 15
goals, breaking the old Stony Brook
record of 12. Added to the fact that he
missed almost 3 games to injury, it makes
the record even more remarkable. "It
leels good," explained Erike, "last year I
had eight goals but missed half of the
season. It is all over now. I have to go to
graduate school."

Stony Brook- had a chance to score
another goal. Late in the game, the
Patriots drew a penalty kick. Instead of
Shapiro taking the kick, the players and
fans called for Captain Halit Uygur, who.
as a fullback has not scored this season.

football teams- D2, ran for two
touchdowns and passed for
another. Mike Anastasio, who
plays for undefeated E-0,
accounted for Benedict's other 6
points with three extra points
and a 39-yard field goal. Carry
Pack, who ran back an
interception for a touchdown in

Benedict's .opening round
drubbing of LaGuardia, 34-0,
also intercepted a pass
yesterday. Pack plays
middle4inebacker for the third
undefeated hall football team in
Benedict, B-1.

Benedict got off to a slow
start yesterday - at least for

them. On the first play from
scrimmage, center Bruce Shapiro
snapped the ball over
Ronaldson's head to put
Benedict in a hole that they had
trouble getting out of. In fact, it
took a 40-yard punt by Rob
Gotlin to do so. However,
Benedict's defense held firm,
and three plays later Langmuir
was also forced to punt.

When Benedict took over at
their 17-yard line, they again
had trouble moving on the
Langmuir defense. But on third
down Wil Ibur Kearns,
wide-receiver for D-2, made an
excellent scooping catch as he
dived to the ground, to pick up
the first of what was to be many
first downs for Benedict. Kearns'
catch seemed to liven up the
Benedict team, as two plays later
Ronaldson weaved his way
downfield, behind the key
blocks of Rob (Sundance) Judge
and Mike (Spotch) Rea, for a
55-yard touchdown.

Pass Intercepted
If Kearns' catch livened up

Benedict's offense, Ronaldson's
great run sum fired up
Benedict's defense. On first
down Langmuir quarterback,

Craig Morrison, was sacked by
defensive lineman Mike Leahy.
On second down Mike Parks
sacked Morrison. And on third
down, with the help of another
heavy rush, linebacker Mitch
Fox intercepted Morrison's
attempted pass, and returned the
ball to the Langmuir 17.

It took Ronaldson one play to
find Rea, who was coasting all
alone into the end-zone.
Anastasio's extra point made the
score 14-0. Before the half
ended Benedict was to score
again, this time on Anastasio's
field goal.

In the second half Benedict
continued to pour it on, but the
outcome of the game had long
since been decided by the time
Ronaldson ran for another
touchdown - this one on a
16-yard quarterback sweep.

- , * *

A miscued snap from center
deep in their own territory led
to James College's 2-0 loss at the
hands of Baruch College in a
quarterfinal gme in the College
Tournament yesterday. 'Me only
scoring in the game occured

Continued on page 19

Benedict College, took
another step towards their third
college football .intramural
championship in four years,
coasting to a 24-0 victory over
Langmuir College yesterday. In
the contest, Jim Ronaldson,
quarterback for one of
Benedict's three undefeated hall

LANGMUIR COLLEGE (it Jeirsey), on h offenso aainst Binedoct In yetarday's amr.
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The Last Hurrah for Seniors as Pratt Falls, 4-1

Benedict Coasts to 24-0 Victory in College Bowl
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By TOM VITALE

I don't want to bore you with it
I love you, I love you, I love you

.- Stevie Wonder
- - . Knocks Me Off My Feet

' Songs in the Key of Life

Stevie Wonder's new album
"Songs in the Key of Life," is a

-lovely album by a loving artist,
filled with light lyrics about love in
our lives... a la la la la a la. In
other words, Wonder has ruined
what could have been a great album
with pretentious lyrics which are
philosophically on a pablum level,
and down-right boring in their
endlessly repeated message of

..
"love".

Throughout the album, the lyrics
get in the way of the often high
quality music in "Songs in the Key
of Life." Wonder bombards the
listener with his syrupy-sweet love
songs. "Love's in Need of Love
Today", he tells us in the title and
the lyrics of the opening cut, and
the information stated in "I Am
Singing", becomes all too obvious
to the love-weary listener who has

gotten through the entire album: "I
am singing of Love/I am singing
someday love will reign/
throughout this world of ours."
Along with his "silly love songs,"
Wonder's annoyingly simplistic
philosophies are also presented in
the lyrics of "Walk with God", in
which he advises us; "When you
feel your life's too hard, Just go
have a talk with God,"andin the
childish history lesson in the
teacher-student dialogue in Black
Man".

Ambitious Production
Putting aside the lyrics, Songs in

the Key of Life is an amazingly
ambitious production with over
100 minutes of music on 2 full LP
discs and a four-song extended play
single. The twenty-one cuts offer a
wide variety of musical styles,
including Latin rhythms, big band
arrangements, classical
orchestration, jazz-rock, gospel, and
you* basic Stevie Wonder-style
rhythm and blues funk. The size of
the monster album becomes even
more impressive when one
considers the fact that the entire
project was mostly a one-man

production. Wonder wrote and
arranged all of the music himself,

and played a lot of it as well. The
multi-talented, blind wonder sings
all of the lead vocals, and plays
keyboards, synthesizers, guitar,
bass, drums, vibes and harmonica
on the album.

Wonder Alone
While Wonder is often

accompanied by several of the
tunes he is the only musician,
tracking over his own work on each
of the instruments. George Benson,
Herbie Hancock and Bobbi
Humphrey make guest appearances
on other cuts, but their talent is for
the most part wasted, as no
significant solos are heard, and
these stars are reduced to the roles
of back-up musicians. In fact, there
are very few extended instrumental
solos anywhere on the album. The
soloing is not missed, however, as
the compositions flow smoothly
around tight rhythms and
arrangements and the various
musical elements of the songs
function together well in a unified
organic whole.

Musically speaking, there is some

very good material on the sides of
"Songs in the Key of Life." The
line-up uplifting tunes with
hard-driving rhythms and bouncing
melodies-" Sir Duke," "Another
Star", "Village Ghettoland",
"Ebony Eyes", "I Wish" "Return
Paradise" and "All Day
Sucker"-would by themselves
make up a fine album.
Unfortunately, this collection is
interspersed with a dozen
slow-moving romantically melodic
pop songs which kill the
momentum, and make listening to
Songs in the Key of Life in its
entirety a tiring chore. If this
material had been omitted, along
with "Contusion", an unnecessary
jazz-rock tune with a sound very
much like that of Chick Corea's
Return to Forever group, and if
Wonder simply growled and yelled
wordless vocals, rather than trying
to change the world with his
ridiculous lyrics, Songs in the Key
of Life would be an album worthy
of its position the Billboard sales
charts the week it was released. As
it is, unfortunately, the album can
be best described as disappointing.
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By RALPH PANTUSO
When the heart stops beating is

the body dead? If the answer is
yes, then all fears are confirmed
and yet another of my many rock
and roll idols becomes just a
decaying corpse. Rock and Roll
Heart, Lou Reed's new album
cannot fulfill its function as the
driving force of the body. The
muscles do not pump, the blood
does not flow, and the pulse has
stopped. Lou Reed, once a life
giving member of the world of
rock music, the master of "punk
rock" long before it even had a
name, has given the world his
most shallow musical statement to
date.

Rock and Roll Heart is a
complete disaster. The promise
shown in Coney Island Baby that
Lou might be getting back
together is broken. Lou has been
reduced to a mere shadow of his
former self. Rock and Roll Heart
features two basic types of songs;
the fast ones which all have the
same beat and chord structure,
and the slower ones which all
consist of one verse and one
chorus repeated for five minutes.
There was a time when Reed's off
key singing and four chord songs
where beautiful in their own
strange way. Now Reed has
expanded his musical range and
his weaknesses show up all the
more clearly under the added
strain.

Lou does all the singing, lead
and background, as well as playing
all the guitars on this record. He
also wrote all the songs and
produced the album. That is a
large role for anyone to fill and
Reed does not even come close to
doing the job. Perhaps its best to
overlook all the had things about

this album, which is just about all
of it, and focus on the two
highlights. "Chooser and the
Chosen One" is the first
all-instrumental track Lou has ever
done, except for Metal Machine
Music, a piece which really does
not count. It's easily the best track
on the album and makes me worry
since I always used to like the way
Reed sang. In "A Sheltered Life"
Reed tells us about all the things
he has never done but it is really
just a pack of lies. This song
worries me because Reed was
always at his best when telling the
truth about life and all its pitfalls.

All in all Rock and Roll Heart is
far from Reed's best and is easily
and best forgotten. If you really
want to hear why Lou Reed is a
legend in his own time buy a Velet
Underground record because that
was when the heart was still
beating.

Mini Reviews

A Quick Look
- By ERNIE CANADEO

Hummingbird
We Can't Go On Meeting Like Thlbis
A&M SP4595

Combining elements of rock
and jazz, Hummingbird is a five
piece band consisting of members
of Jeff Beck's band, circa 1971.
The arrangements are tight and
the potential of each player is
obvious on every cut. The
instrumentals present the finest
moments on the album, allowing
the talent of each player to
emerge, while no one player
dominates the music. 'The City

y`Mome" is a catchy, sizzling blend of
rock and jazz. In addition it is the
highlight of the album, displaying
the band as one of the most
promising to emerge in 1976.

Ringo's Rotogravure
Ringo Starr
Atlantic SD 18193

Once again proving that a cast
of thousands does not a grn;.t

Ambrosia
Somewhere I've Never Travelled
20th Century T510

While this album is somewhat
of a disappointment after
Ambrosia's brilliant debut album,
it continues in the same creative
vein as its predecessor. The band
combines classical passages and
effects into an interesting,
although somewhat confusing,
parable that contains many
diversions but too few melodies.
The result is a confusing album,
'whose best moments -are
overshadowed by the groups'
self-indulgence in the creative
passages.

Best of Leon
Leon Russell
Shelter SRL52004

In conjunction with the
re-issues of Leon's Long

unavailable Shelter ' LP's, this
"Greatest Hits" compilation serves
as an overview of Russell's brillant
and often unacknowledged
recording career. Included here are
"Delta Lady" and Hummingbird
from his first album, 'Tight
Rope" 'This Masquerade" from
the Shelter People album, and also
"Stranger In A Strange Land" and

"Rollaway The Stone." Although
the definitive 3-record Leon Live
package has yet to be reissued,

this "Best Of" compilation
presents a retrospective look at
the recordings of an often
neglected performer.

album make, the presence of
Messrs. Clapton, LCennon, Nilsson,
McCartney accompanied of
course, by the Lovely Linda. and
also Peter Frampton and Dr. Johi,
cannot salvage this album from
being anything more than what
Jamming With Edward (Rolling
Stones outakes), or the Apple Jam
on George Harrison's All Things
Must Pass succeeded in proving.
There is more to an album that
the sum of its parts and although
the single, "A Dose of Rock and
Roll" is enjoyable (Most of what
Ringo does usually id, the album.
as a whole is a bloody bore.
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By A.J. TRONER
In viewing theater, the most

difficult productions to criticize
are those that begin with a new,
fsh innmovative concept yet
which are unable to capitalizr
upon their uqunes of
approach. Such is the cae with
the University Theater's premiere
production, Puss in Boots by
Ludwig Tieck, a play which
possibly could have been a
breakthrough for local theater, yet
which ultimately falls short of its
visonary goals.

As the abundant material
within the playbill attempts to
explain, Puss - in Boots is an
exploration of "the relationship
between reality and dramatic
illusions". Yet what was explained
in the playbill did not materialize
on the stage. What takes place on
the stage is a play within a play
complete with a sham audience on
the stage and confusion reigning
backstage. Tieck's clever approach
is to show the play as it is seen
from the backstage, thus revealing
all the interplay between the
dramatic illusion and reality as it

imposes itself through the actors': the pressure of adverse audience
mistakes and the autho's, reaction. The real audience, those
mimnagement. The piy that who paid to see the University's
these actors re attempting is a new production, are supposed to
reviion of the children's tale n a better understading of
Puss in Boots. The play tiht what makes ther ater in
'the offnag aden sees, is how addition to being entertained by

drama is received by the mock the conusion on-tage. Ingeneral,
audience as well a the various the confusion often degraded into
tribulations of she actors and the mere anarchy.
author within the play, within a This arrangement leads to some
play.rather peculiar results. While the

And so Ps in Boots opens mock audience on stage can see all
with the stage audience the comic action taking place, the
remarking on the nature of the real audience out there in the 15th
theater that they are seeing. Here row often can can neither hear nor
was a chance to do more than see what is going on, whether on
poke fun at the supposed the stage's stage or on the stages
Philistine tastes of the generalwing areas. Since the play's action
public. But this chance was is directed to a mock audience on
missed. The play that takes place the stage there are serious
on the stage then begins and the problems. If the point of ! Puss in
mock audience reacts with violent Boots is to show us the story of
attacks on it. Everything from the how a play is put on, then Ulthere is
acting to the writing is hissed and a problem with the staging.
booed. The author of the play
then comes out and pleads with The problems with Puss in
the audience for understanding. Boots do not end with staging. In
What occurs for the rest of theTieck's play, the players are
show is the gradual disintergration supposed to be purposely bad, so
of this staged production under bad that they plead with themArk aladiarmp far Anti kind nf

understanding of their plight.

can only be discribed as spotty.
With an intricate production such
a this one sees the immediate
need for a strong directorial hand
and a sophisticated use of staging.
Neither was apparent. While there
are immense difficulties in playing
the action of the stage to two
separate diametically opposite
audiences, it is possible to produce
something more coherent tthan
this rambling mess. Beyond the
difficulties embedded in the play,
the direction of Charles Vicinus
often seemed to be unable to
coordinate movement on the
stage. The net result was poor
blocking, uncertain movement,
missed cues and the apparent loss
of anything creative that could
have been done with the unique
character of this production.

It is rather .sad that the
occassionally meritorious acting of
Puss in Boots was lost in the
shuffle. Tony Corso, as Hinze the
cat did an exceptional job, shining
out in the confusion like a
lighthouse in the fog. Despite
Corso's rumored habit of
memorizing his lines just before a
production's opening, he did
rather well, hesitating only once
or twice. Michael Kovaka, as
Gottlieb, the owner of Hinze, was
played with appropriate
open-eyed innocence. Despite
having to play a role which
requires slipups and missed cues,
Kovaka showed a truly
professional - manner and
extraordinary energy. Lillian Flat
·was a standout among a
particularly rauc ous,
undisciplined mock audience. As
'for the rest of the cast,
there were occassional bright-spots
but they were obscured by the
limitations of role and character.

Still it is heartening to see some
kind of experimentation in the
Theater Department, even if it
fails. It takes a full season to
discover whether this was a lapse
or the beginning of a pattern.

Tieck's self-conscious art meant
for the real audience to see the
interplay of audience, author and
a horrid group of actors.
Unfortunately one gets the feeling
that those actors on stage are not
merely good actors purposely
acting poorly. Rather they often
appear to be poor actors acting to
the best of their ability. It would
be unfair to judge that the level of
acting seen then is the natural
level of the university's student
actors; otherwise they would not
be allowed onto the stage it
would be outrageous to settle the
burden of this play's failure
squarely on the shoulders of the
oast; the direction and staging are
gross handicaps to both the actors
and the audience that has to sit
and suffer through all of this.

The direction in Pus in Boots

Profile

T-.By SEENA LUFF
Tony Corso has done a

one-night mime show at Lincoln
*Center. He admits, modestly, that,
"it doesn't matter what you do,
it's who sees you and what their
particular needs are." It may be
true that being "in the right place
at the right time" has its merits,
but it's a sure bet that Corso's
apparent talent and diversity
played a major part in his being
chosen for such an exciting
experience.

The man playing the Puss the
cat in the theater department's
current production of "Puss in
Boots" is a striking, sensitive
person. His strong, muscular
appearance is complimented by
gentle movement; Corso's mane of
hair is often pulled back to reveal

intelligent expressive eyes. At 27,
Tony is older than the average
Stony Brook undergrad. Before
going to college, he spent some
time in the Air Force, and did a
tour of duty in Vietnam.

Expecting a gory account of the
horrors he encountered there, I
was surprised by his recollection:
"In Vietnam you simply made the
best of it. Yes, we were bombed
every night, but luckily my air
force base never got hit. I became
friendly with some Vietnamese
people and learned the language."
Rather than regretting the entire
experience, Corso feels that being
so close to death makes him
appreciate life more. After
Vietnam, he spent time in
Germany, and in London.

To Corso theater is a place
where after having experienced
some of life's real drama, can
continue to live and experience
even if somewhat vicariously. He
claims that he always had an
affinity for theater, but never
became involved in acting until he
came here. Only then did he
commit himself. "When I thought
of all the things I might do with
my life, acting seemed the most
appealing. It's something I can
enjoy and at the same time sustain
a lifestyle, make a living." Corso
has had a number of diversified
roles in campus productions,
including Pozo in Waiting for
GCodot aptin Von Trapp in The
Sound of-M c, Colonel Manly in
The Cotrast, and the Tin Man in
The Wizard of Oz. He has also

performed in the 1975 season of
the Port Jefferson Summer
Theatre. His experience has led
him to believe that there is more
to being an actor than simply
going on stage and '"showing
himsel'f" for a temporary
assance of ego. "one must get
beyond all that," Corso explained.

After finishing college Corso
intends to keep on acting.
"Acting, and watching others act,
is a learning experience; it helps a
person to grow," he said. He also
likes to talk to people, to try to
communicate with others beyond
superficiality. So, when you go to
see Puss in Boots, and you notice
this cat hanging around, go up
and say hello. He's sure to say
more than meow. , .
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SPRING COURSE OFFERINGS 1977

-STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK AT STONY BROOK
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Rat mastr Pins"a oi NWs mm ep then soe hed sm u~U
IM=lBtl ~. b amrse Ipalm to 1ldtmte d- ad
· gi · d thet lia ic «1 a rddt 0 =Ltnmft th WdqW a hstic
4013mie pornd by tf imminst ad to sfto the ptic d
Alt Caalial I tl I ln th Wan BI BoEmnI ~tlKa, of mw&lplea,

(I ~ g33 ZJT l- Ss HWELI. MG O - AselatiOR of the

Ill t in, att 9T:3010:45
seven Gohic:Tale, AbalsB%~led i ~Q the

mld~!ga ~ t a T~be lTa mntm~7ocore inhx

Bm10 t Ttft 9:}0-10:4S

CIX 3S1 MP'n, IN M M= U20ffW. PAR ZAVISV. AM Wk. G KI: s FMOR
BE%.I. Par Lagarikist mace vigamaly than any other professional
writer explored religis concerns of both the od heretic,
influenced by - science, and the xerI ,Ir n I ~ -Omdm-=a , an
a.liated outsider, desperately wenting to believe in traditional
values. Persistently he cam out as a norhliever, yet always with

.cther poesibilities open. In addition to Lagerkvist's works, the
claws will discuss other works, such as Gunter Grass' the Tin Drum,
and Hnryk Sicnkiewiz's Quo Vbdis. Pfrequisite: T oue {
literature.

Sjcbeg, TuTh 11-12:15

CLT 352 NMlCRL 7CTd 4 AND AWqOE:YfPL IPWCTR. TM FAUqT MW 'EN
LITE BE. The cla wilI survey the figure of Faustus fron the

* beginnings in the fifteenh century magician to the twentieth
century novel, including the 1587 Volk]buch, Nsrlowe's Doctor '
Faustus, Goethe's Faust I and II, and Mann's Doctor Fauss.
Prerequisite: 7wo courses in literature.

Karst, M 4-6:30

CUT 361 Lr~ fOWUWMD N 9rE1Y. MWaSM AMD I.rEWffW. A study of the
Maxist view of the role of literature in society and of the
critical and aesthetic questicra which derive frcm the can.- o
that viw. /Awding and discussion will include works by Plato, Mnx,
Sngels, Plekhunov, Bukharin, Trotsky, Lenin, and rare recen exposi-
ticos, with aqdhdsis an ~Aerican Marxists and their critics, and
conclude with an overview of the present state of Marxist criticism
and its relatiins to oer d of critical theory and practice.
Prerequisite: Two courses in literature.

Wesinger, !W 11-12:15 _ .

fr the Ag mm, nt o Its r le, bat al or stmkom

Inf OOthWti I trtB I a MMSad ILI xaleabad ObMri MUMSra aow tan Lteor-

anga to thin peruol. Bartn wil l andzB qW Byfarhmbh', Pardqvt,

pna,, wSSG'TSa, aahrft *inalps by ibto3, ar d theL'etp mor
b-Fmrudm. IIn te ittcad a d , the zfrII aI oef
nrtiatsc cetn will be reBrat to il aic, paintig, aculptue Am
tilm.

TUttle, H i-3:50
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__de Ara souh o th SahrW , exlo in svpth the i- 1of
A ad of the Aricn as a in wtrks by la be, te~,

fchtulatin a de.i wition of Afri .ca Liteatre."

k .er, , -10:y , d

C~r210,loEr~MW PrIOD~: MOnEK' ffiUGH a~SSM1E~. B st=dyingrepse-
sentative epics, intelletul=L'q=e, and shcrtear poetry of the late

Middl.e Ages togh the igh rnqireu, the class ill trace te

literary and cultural cev,.qpalLntm of hulmnism in western Europ~e.

Btdi.txs wiA ll ue inclu e o Mg' i o Roee, Dte's

Tdtl, ]N 33:5

W 120 IMM OCZ~t: TMaI g mr wt cushe wcili

feno, cn the wsnt of PAra tr t bh ba a e, ~Tin-

-!IAfrica motc£ h Sdw, in det th iag of

Ar's , a' Priai se of to__y, as a ssas of M-taigne,
Mreing' C Faustem, and '-" I o h csp'« Frie QuSea o. wPre-
reauisite: ane coude in of literature at te e.

Loule, 10 1-2:15

C:T 210 L B:EXMX PERIOD: 2UA THFU y stud oe

Snativ Wi, inbelleul p-R,=, admber poetr of te lat

struggle fs r ou and Rio tce led by the ighims wll. tra I he
Delitry, ad.cuh and Ital/an lamgivs and theretin w n .umpe.h

Ftaings will include ism de qIa R- fth an MPe, Dat's

Id ea pionen, m ights of Mn and their i.pct n rch

thinking. Mant:aquie'8 and voLtar'. fijht agis bigotry. 'he

Hz s Utoa Erasmu' Prais ofnR, soeesys o Notign,

b orlfr a ir. Eb, Dd the : , I ,pns. o f the Cue Oamw.

O an eolutin. te: one ouuBe in 1teate at

Biober, TU 1-2:30-3:45

CLT 21rMW P:CO aWKH M. A suv of the
afyle for tolerto and jsieled bythe Wqailcgsh
Daiat, and Italia lawivrad v o Lee- 9wdih

an emn piosrs of Rights of Pln ad teir ihpat n Frenc
thinkn. No I and Vbltre's fih against bigtry.The.

em of sine. Didro as; the toakwr of the 1m adrd.
'0xe and Rilutn. -suiit: one core in lieatr at

Bibr, Tul 2:30-3:45

dXiRSm Cr/FgEIGH, SPRDC A, I

CLS 115 LASSICRL MnnMYO: A study of the Gra*k myths, classifie
to the baic mythic patterns of Death and Rebirth and

the Sacred Marriag; the influence of them mytbe on
literature, art, and the history of ideas.

Hathorn, '..'H 9:30-10:45

CLS 120 A/SSICAL ARCHAeLOGY: Introduction to archaeology dscribing
the range and variety of artifacts which can be used as
evidece for recovering and e the civilizations
of Greeoe and Rane, including the history of methods usd to
infer information from the artifacts. Umphasis will be on
particular facts of daily life rather than an overview of
high culture.

Pry, 1MW 11-11:50 S

GHK 112 RLao~fmw GREEK: Second semester of inrdcinto the Gkeek
language, including the study of gramau-ith reading and writing.

Hathorn, 7tfT 11-12:15

GM 299 lRCTED REDN IN GME: Intns.ive study of a parti!:lar
mauthor, period# or gaen of Crmek Lterltur-e inthe origtnll
Uwdsr cloae fAculty sWpevisio. My bempmted. Prm , quI~t.
Permission of dwaizman.

: atdhown, RM

lie 112 mamm LATIN: Seondo mmmstter of an intensive oma-
designed to prqpaM the beginning stu&Mt to tIansla t
%4tin that he May nsad to use in his und-,, -te ccr grandate
wtudy. Focus of the courge is on the fubA &IIS of gi-n

*4red tecdniques of traslation.

THE KPKO IN CASSICAL CTVUI.IZAC

The minor in Classical Civilization provides students with a bromd
knowledge of the cultures of ancient Greece and Pome. After

elementary literary surveys, the student selects his am mixture of
courses with Classical content from offerings in Classics, Classical . '
l ,ages and related cour-es from other dp nts. In addition
to co pleting at least two amt of either Latin or Greek, the
student must fulfill the following minim re rents by selecting
at least two courses from group IA, or IB, and one course each from
groups I1 through VI. SlbstitutioeS my be permitted for other
courses with Classical content with permission of the minor advisor,
Ms. Joan Fry, Tel.: 246-6053; Office: Library, M-3071.

credits
)

4, 5. ) , 6
6, 299 ) : -.

_3

'~J --aal'2---'-

CAW 111, 112 , 151, 152, 299

I11, 112, 151, 152, 153, 154
IS

Group TI: Lq 113, 114, C3m 209

Growp III: C 115., 260

Group IV: CIS 120, AR/ 201. ART 202

Gr=V V: Iris 200, 201, 20)2, 300

-Group VI: W 101. 200, 201Godfrey, YLfb 1-2,15 '

SAW 1M RBNAISSMCF LATIN: Tranalation and dicsinof selected
Latin wors from the AgeL at Ommte to the ia , with a .
ourvy of OMnsiammmom and Hao-Latin writings. P'e'aquisits:

"hnme ysars of high stool Latin or tht equivalm t.

GodfreBy, ../

IM 2 D99UDIR D R G IN IN: Imu sive study of a padtiola
author, period, or g of Latin literature in the riim
Mdr clone faculty Evisin. Preraquiite. Paaain
of Ctiman.

GodfCey, N
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COMPARATIVE LUTRaRE

AND CLASSICS

LIKE TO READ? WANT INTERESTING CLASSES? ...
TRY COMPARATIVE LITERATURE OR CLASSICS

. - CALL JOAN FRY 6-6059
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By PAUL BIZZIGOTI
Crack the Sky is a relatively

unknown band from Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania. Their first album, of
the same name, was released late
in 1975 on a relatively obscure
label and consequently one of the
five best albums of that year
slipped by almost totally
unnoticed. This year they have
again presented us with Animal
Notes, a vinyl jewel which sparkles
with vitality and reflects the
brilliance . and originality of
writer/lead singer/guitarist John
Palumbo.

Progressive Rock
Their sound is hard to describe,

especially since the term
"progressive" conjures up visions
of drug-emaciated freaks wailing
insanities about topographic
oceans in off pitch, ear- piercing
falsettos. Make no mistake,
however, Crack the Sky is

progressive in the truest sense of
the word, and they display a
professionalism here rarely
equalled in this age of silly love
songs and disco ducks. John
.Palumbo has a terrific voice with a
razrned edge and the other four
members of the band complement
it with lush, tasteful harmonies.
The songs themselves are
miniature scenarios, masterfully
painted by Palumbo. "Rangers at
Midnight," for instance, is a
tongue-in-cheek view of the
Canadian Mounties, complete with
the spirit of Elton John's "Bum

Records

Even
By TOM NEUMANN

About 10 years ago, a high
school band who jokingly named
themselves after a hated gym
teacher, Leonard Skinner, made
their professional debut. The
Lynyrd Skynrd Band was playing
in ordinary southern bars until the
release of their first MCA
album, Pronounced 'Len'nerd
'Skin'nerd, Steve Gaines joined
the band as a third guitarist. The
band also changed producers,
replacing Al Kooper with Tom
Dowd.

Gold Record
Lynyrd Skynyrd's second

album, Second Helping, was
released after they toured North
America with The Who in late
1973. This album included the hit

Down the Mission," a tear- jerking
musical letter to a lost lover, and a
rousing chorus by the "Singing
Mounties." One is immediately of
the impression that Palumbo is
always in complete control of his
music, but on a couple of tracks
his nebulous lyrics make even
Steely Dan's read as clear as a
front page news story.

Well Produced
The most remarkable feature of

the whole album though, is its
sterl i n g production. When
Palumbo felt that his unique blend
of piano, synthesizers and guitars

was insufficient, he called in the
dixieland Gothan Swing Band or a
symphony orchestra; or even
sitars and tabla drums. And as a
note for stereo buffs, the record is
unblemished by the cracks, pops,
and distortion that have haunted
record buyers since the vinyl
crunch began a couple of years
ago. Although Animal Notes is not
the equal of its predecessor, Crack
the Sky, it is still a satisfying disc
which showcases the manifold
talents of John Palumbo.
Hopefully, Palumbo will show us
more.

"Sweet Home Alabama," a song
that helped to make the album
certified gold. In late 1974, their
third album, Nothin'Fancy was
produced from their overseas tour.
With Dowd at the helm, their
latest studio album, Gimme Back
My Bullets, was released, and set
the stage for their new live album,
One More From the Road.

At His Best
One More From The Road

captures Skynyrd at its best on
stage. With the polished
synchronization of three
guitarists, the band produces a
blues type of rock. Lead singer
Ronnie Van Zant writes lyrics that
paint a story, such as in "Saturday

'Night Special." This song, was
featured in a Burt Reynolds

movie, "The Longest Yard," in
the scene when a cop chases
Reynolds in his Porsche. The
album is typical Skynyrd, and
features the hits that brought the
band to fame, notably "Saturday
Night Special," "Sweet Home
Alabama," and, the tour de force,
"Free Bird." This version of "Free
Bird" is brought to life in a way
not possible on the studio version.
Allen Collins, Gaines, and Gary
Rossington are particularly
impressive on guitar, and Leon
Wilkenson shines on bass.

The Lynyrd Skynyrd Band
have established themselves as an
exciting live act over the years,
and their upcoming concert in
New York City is an event worth
looking forward to.

UEV iy ^$2.95
PM ONLY

WEDNESDAY -

FRIED CHICKEN-FRENCH FRIES
COLESLAW

VIRGINIA HAM STEAK-PINEAPPLE
SLICE-FRENCH FRIES

HOT OPEN ROAST BEEF SANDWICH-
FRENCH FRIES-COLESLAW

FRIED SCALLOPS-FRENCH FRIES
COLESLAW

SERVED 4-7 I

DAY --

KS- EGG NOODLES

/FRIED ONIONS/
H FRIES

)

IL

MEATBALLS
NOODLES

LEF7
751 UNDER FILET-

CH FRIES
LESLAW

STUFFED CABBAGE -FRENCH FRIES

. - VEAL & PEPPERS - EGG NOODLES

HOT TURKEY SANDWICH-FRENCH FRIES-COLESLAW .

. FRIED JUMBO SHRIMP-FRENCH FRIES-COLESLAW

DINNER INCLUDES -CUP OF SOUP - CHOICE OF ENTREE- TOSSED SALAD OR
COLESLA W- DISH OF ICE CREAM- TEA OR COFFEE

) .. no substitus please

F
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DISCUSSION: Shabbat services, speaker on
Sexuality and Sex Roles in Judaism. For
Consciousness Raising groups, contact Hillel at
6-6842. Reservations required in office in
Humanities 158.

Sat, Nov. 6
'SPORTS: The Chinese Association is sponsoring
a day of sporting events including basketball,
volleyball at 12 noon with a barbecue starting at
5:30 PM in Stage X II Quad Yard. Barbeque
cost $.50.

FESTIVAL: Beyond Within: The second annual
festival of Universal Consciousness will be held
in the Union at 12 noon. The festival will
present workshops, -films, lectures, and
demonstrations in yoga, meditations, and
consciousness related activites.

. . ~~~~~~~~~.

Sun, Nov. 7
LECTURE: SAB presents Psychic, Fred Lenz
wno will give a lecture and demonstration ot his
psychic powers in Lecture Center 100 at 8 PM.

Mon, Nov. 8
FILM: The Committee Against Racism is
showing "Last Grave at Dimbaza" with a
discussion of SUNY involvement in South Africa
and what we can do about it following at 7:30
PM in Union 231.

-Women's Center in the Health Sciences
Center will present Health Caring a film that
shows what women are doing in health care and
how the existing medical system is not meeting
the needs of women. A discussion will follow
the film. Lots of food at 12 noon in Health
Sciences Center third Level.

. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * . .. . .

Twe, Nov. 9
FILM: Women's Center in the Health Sciences
Center will present Health Caring at 5 PM and 7
PM in Megastructure third level. For more
details, see Mon. November 8.

FILM: Science
Destination Moon
Auditorium.

Fiction Forum presents
at 8:30 PM in the Union
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(Calendar of Events Iov. 3- 9
Wed, Nov. 3
SEMINAR: The Department of Biological
Sciences will hold a seminar headed by Sidney
Eisig on Suppression of Malignancy in Hybrid
Cells at 12 noon in Graduate Biology 006.

-The Department of Biological Sciences is
sponsoring Harry Power of Rutgers University
who will speak on Sexual Foraging Differences
in Mountain Bluebirds at 3 PM in Graduate
Biology 006.

CONCERT: UGB presents Jill Schultz and Jody
Fnkleman playing on violin and viola at 1 PM in
the Union Main Lounge.

MEETING: There will be a meeting of the
Presidential Committee for th: handicapped at
3:30 PM in the Administration Building
Graduate School Conference Room.

EXHIBIT: Larry Auerbach's drawings will be
exhibited in the Union Gallery from Nov 3-23, 9
AM-5 PM Monday through Friday. There will be
an opening reception at .7 PM with wine and
food.

.~~~~~~~·, ~,

-The University Flying Club will meet at
7:30 PM in Physics P-110. Election of officers
will be discussed.
FILM: The committee Against Racism and the
Lutheran Campus Ministry will co-sponsor the
documentary "Last Grave at Dimbazza" at 7:30
PM in Lecture Center 111. Workshops will
follow film.

* , ,

-There will be an organizational meeting of
the Biological Sciences Research Organization at
8 PM in Graduate Biology 036. Refreshments
will be served.

~. .:

LECTURE: SAB presents Emmy Award
Winning Ann Beatts, writer for Saturday Night
Live will lecture on How to be Funny Without a
Penis at 8 PM in Lecture Center 100.

-The Assassination Research Committee will
meet at 8:30 PM in Union 226.

Thu, Nov. 4
SEMINAR: The Department of Biological
Sciences will sponsor Dr. Martin Gellert who will
speak on the Mechanism of DNA Supercoiling in
E. Coli and some of its Biological Functions at
3:30 PM in Graduate Biology 006. Coffee will
be served at 3:15 PM.

-MEETING: The UGB House and Operations
Committee will be holding a meeting every
Thursday al 6:30 PM in Union 265.

FILM: The Society of Physics Students is
showing the film The Great Conservation
Principles third in a series of Feynman films at
7:30 PM in Graduate Physics P-130.

MEDITATION: This week's topic will be How
to overcome Frustration and Depression at 7:80
PM in Union 229.

LECTURE: SAB presents Harlan Ellison,
contemporary science fiction writer at 8 PM in
Roth Cafeteria, second floor. Tickets are $1.50
for students, $2. for faculty/staff and $2.50 for
outsiders, and may be purchased at the door.

Fri, Nov. 5 -
SEMINAR: The Department of Biological
Sciences is having a faculty research seminar
headed by Dr. Carl Scandella on Role of
Membrane Fluidity in Con A and WGA Induced
,Agglutination of 3T3 and SV 101-3T3 Cells at
12 noon in Graduate Biology 006.

MEETING: There will be a meeting of all
History majors and potential majors to discuss
History Spring, 1977 course offerings and
beginning a History majors club at 12 noonin
Library W-3512.

DISCUSSION: Hillel is having a consciousness
raising Shabbat with speaker Dr. Norman
Goodman and dinner. Dinner is $2.50 and
requires reservations. Contact Hillel office for
more information.


